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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

There can b little question that an organism' 

ability to perceive movement has a rather high survival 

value . In an environment which is seldom, if ever, tatic, 

the lack of such an ability would certainly lead to disaster . 

The importance of this ability may also be gauged by the 

number of sensory systems which incorporate it as one of 

their charact~ristics. We are capable, for exampl , of 

detecting the movem nt of an object on our skin, the move

ment of our limbs, the movement of auditory sources through 

spac , and the movement of objects in the visual field . 

For this thesis, we have chosen to investigate the 

neurological process involv d in the perception of vi ual 

movement in the hope of contributing in some small measure 

to what is alr ady known of the relation between perception and 

neural function . 

Psychological studie of movement perception are 

generally divided into two cl~s es, depending upon the type 

of visual stimuli used, Studies of the p rception of real 

movement have, as their basic stimulus, some object which 

moves uninterruptedly through space . The other class, 

studi s of apparent movement, involve stimuli which do not 
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physically mov • The experimental literature on these two 

typ s of movement is so vast and sprawling that a thorough 

review is out ide the scope of this thesis, especially since 

so many experimental technique have been used that 

comparisons between the various experiments become extremely 

difficult . In the page which follow w will present a 

general outline of the basic parameters of both real and 

apparent movement. There will be no exhaustive review 

of xperimental techniques or theory becaus , as will be 

seen later, the question we are asking ar very general 

ones. Moreover, detailed reviews of som of the mor 

important experiments may be found in Neuhaus (1930), 

Kennedy (1936), Neff (1936) and Graham {1951) 

Real Movement 

Graham (1951) has divided the studies of pGrception 

into two class s: thos which deal with "rate threshold" 

and those which deal with "detection threshold". The 

first class is characterized by experiments in whi ch the 

distance of movement is kept constant, whil the velocity 

of th moving object is varied . The second class is the 

experimental r verse of this, and involves objects moving 

at fixed velocities over distances which are varied . 

These two types of experiment are obviously asking two 

different questions . Those experiments that deal with 

th rate threshold are intended to describe how movement 

perception varies with th velocity of the moving object, 
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while those that d ·al with the det~ction threshold s ek to 

measure the distanc the object must mov to be described 

as a moving obj ct. !n this th i w ill be mainly con

cerned with thN relation betwe()n movement perception and 

the velocity of the moving obj ct. 

·Th re are four basic thresholds as oci~t<!d tith such 

studie • The first of these i .s the lo·rv&r threshold of move-

m nt. This is th velocity below which the subject cannot 

report movemGnt when only the moving stimulus is visible. Vhen 

th r. ar other objects in the visual field, and when these 

are stationary the subject may r port the presence of stimulus 

ovement after having noticed a differenc in the distance 

between th stimulus and the stationary obj ct at two 

widely s parated points in time. Th~ lm~er threshold then 

is not the lowest velocity at which the subject m0y r port 

mov ment of thq stimulus but rather the velocity below which 

he do s not perceive movem nt of the stimulus relative to 

himself. Th second thre.,hold is the blur thr shold. This 

is the v locity at which the contours of th moving object 

become indistinct. Thus a blnek stimulu object moving rapidly 

against a light background appears to be a grey moving streak 

as it traverses the visual field . Th third threshold 1 

the upper threshold. or that velocity above which the moving 

object is $& n only as a stationary flash. The actual valu 

for thi thre hold is dependent on the distance ov r which 

the mov ment occurs, and th ra has been little systemcttic 

study of it. 

The last thr shold is the thrashold for th difference 
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betw¢en two v locities. In studies of this type, stimuli 

moving at differ nt v loeities e-re compared simultan ously 

or successively. Under both conditions, there is g n ral 

agreement that the just noticeable difference betw en two 

velocities increase as the over-all velocity of the two 

stimuli increa e, although there is some qu stion about 

this at velocities below about thr e degr es/s c. (Notterman 

and Page, 1957, Brown, 1961, Brandalise and Gottsdanke, 1959, 

Graham et al., 1948). In the Notterman and Pag study, th 

just noticeabl difference appears to be least at stimulus 

velocities of about ~wo degrees/sec. As far as the relation 
-{hiS

betwe n the size ofAdifferenc and velo~ity i concerned, th re 

s ems to be little agreement among th se studies. Gottsdanke 

and Brandalise report that this threshold changes little 

with velocity. hile Notterman and Page show th t it increases 

markedly over the same range of velocities. 

Besides the four thresholds mentioned above. there 

are al o thr shold ~hich ar highly pecific to stimulus 

conditions being used. A good xample of this is the rev rsal 

threshold reported by Brown (193lb). In hi study the subject 

saw a serie of squnres, which moved on an ndles belt, 

through a rectangular opening. The squares were arrang d so 

that one square disappeared from view a another appeared. 

Many Ob$ rvers r ported that squar s moving at a velocity of 

about 2-4 degrees/sec. appear d to be moving in th opposite 

direction. This threshold cannot, of course, b tested unless 

conditions similar to Brown's are used. 



The study of the above thresholds would be rather 

simple if it w re not for a numbtt:r of other variables which 

also affect the perception of mov&ment, and which, in many 

case&. cannot bo specified $0 precisely as velocity. Brown 

(193la) made an extansive study of some of these variables 

and found that the apparent velocity ~f an object was de· 

pendent on the number of oth~r objectSin the field of move.... 

ment, the size of the opening through which the movement 

wa observed, and the size of the movd.ng object. Genelli 

(1958) demonstrated that the direction of movement and the 

shape of the moving object were import~nt varlablet; . In 

his experiments he found that stimuli moving horizontally 

seem d to have a grgater velocity than those moving vertically,. 

and that stimuli which resembled darts appeared to move more 

quickly than stimuli which resembled balls.. There is also 

the vari~ble of how the movement is viewed, 1.e 1, whether 

the ey~s are held stationary or are allowed to follow the 

moving object. The dlff'erene here is that objects viewed 

with the eyes stationary appear to move faster than those 

viewed while the ~yes are following the movement (Aubert

Fleisch paradox •. Teuber, 1960) .. 

Smith and Gulick (1~7) diseO$'~red that the value of 

the blur threshold ,., was increased if the stimulus pattern 

was motionless when it was first introduced into the visual 

field, and then moved. In fact, they found that it could be 

1nc:r ased from 13 degrees/sec . to 30 degrees/sec. by increasing 

the length of the station ry period. Above about 30 degrees/see. 
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the stationary period had no effect. The reverse of the 

Smith and Gulick situotion has been studied by Frohlich 

(1929). In his situ ation the object is moving as it enters 

the visu al field and the main effect is that the observer 

does not see the object cross the first part of the field . 

Besides the vari ables listed above there are others 

which, while they do not affect many of the more common 

experimental reports, should still be mentioned. The 

lower threshold has been shown by Carpenter and c ~ rpenter 

(1958) to be dependent on age, children having a higher 

threshold than adults . There are also the reports of Teuber 

and B nder (1948, 1949) which show disturbances in th 

perception of velocity after injury to the visu al cortex . 

In some of these cases the apparent velocity of the stimulus 

was increased in the areas surrounding the scotoma in the 

visual field . 

Apparent Mov ment 

As we have said above, studies of apparent movement 

differ from those of real movement in terms of the stimul i 

which elicit the perception of movement . The simplest way 

to produce apparent movement is to present to the subj ct 

an object located at some point in space (A), then to with

draw it and present it again at some other point (B), allowing 

a period of time to elapse between the removal of the stimul us 

from A and its presentation at B. If this time period is of 

the right length, the subject will report that the object has 

moved from A to B. He may not say that he has actually seen the 
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obj ct move (b ta movement), but rath r that movement has 

occurred b twa n the two points (phi movement). If we 

make the objects presented at A and B different, he may 

ay that the one presented at A has "turned into" the on 

at B during the movement (alpha movement) and, to add to 

this confusion, if the object at B is the same as that 

presented at A, but is low r in the light intensity, th 

subject may report that a movement has occurred from B to A. 

There is another stimulus ituation which also causes 

apparent mov ment (Boring, 1942) . In this case the 

timulus is not pr sented at two points in space, but 

rather the intensity of one stationary timulus is suddenly 

raised or lowered . Under th e condition the obj ct will 

appear to ex~and or contract, and its dges will appear to 

mov through pace in a direction radial to its center . This 

phenomenon is referred to as gamma mov ment. 

Of t he several type of apparent movement listed above, 

beta and phi hav been the most widely investigated . Nertheimer, 

(1912) made the first systematic study of these phenom na, 

and his int rpretation of the results is often referred to 

as the cornerstone of Gestalt phsychology , since he empha

ized that the effect could not be explained in terms of 

Wundt's theory . Korte (1915) later improved on the 

~ertheimer study, and evolved the laws of apparent movement 

hi ch bear his name . These "laws", which Neuhaus (1930) 

later expanded, are general statements about the relations 

hich exist between apparent movement and certain aspects 
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ot the st:.!Jl'lU.li. which produce ~t. 

*there ~ tour vav1a'bles with which these la.\1'8 are 

concerned: tho intensity O't the objeota pNsented at A 

and D; the d:'UJN:.t:Lon tor wh1ob they Ar<e presented at A and BJ 

the tU.stanee between A &nd BJ and the time 'beintetu'l the w;t.Ul

d:ra.wal o~ the stimUlus at A and the ~uontation at B. 

Followins &r~•a example (1951) we ~ wrtte Korte •a lme 

a.a foUowt:u 

Rol" a. repon ot beta movement 


· I . I inweaaes aa P 1nenaaee; s and 'f 

~mai.nJ.ns constant , 

n . s tooreases as P 1ncr-euee 1 1 and T 
~nins· constant . 

III . s increases as I tnoNueaJ P and T 
rema.in:t.ng ocnstant • 


·IV,. tt decreases u P 111Cl"ea.&eaJ I and s 

re~ing constant . · 

s 1e the dutanoe 'betwe.Gtt ~1ntta A and B1 I 1a the 

1ntens.1ty or the obJects, ·'I is their duration, and. i is 

tho time bettJ'een the pl'eSenta.tion at A and :e. 
In thiS theaia we will be 4eal1ng with the second 

law .g1ven above 1 the :relation tll'U,oh exiJJ,ta batween the dist aneo 

separating A and D,. and the time between the ~eserJte.t1ona 

at A and. a. 
'!'he va.:tti.ables juat mentioned l'llaf' be considered M 

t>e1ng tundamental to the: productl.on of beta and phi. move• 

ment . However• there are., as 1n the cue or ~1 movement, 

a number ot other V1U"1ablee on which appe.t'ent. mowment alae 

http:productl.on
http:rema.in:t.ng
http:mai.nJ.ns
http:st:.!Jl'lU.li
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d pends . For instance, Orlansky (1940) found that the shape 

and orientation of the presented obj cts were important 

variabl s. H found that when his two stimuli were arrow 

h ads, th subjects reported beta movement as long as th 

vertices of th stimuli were pointed in the same direction . 

When they pointed in opposite directions, the subjects 

found it difficult to see beta movement and many failed to see 

any movement at all . De Silva (1926, 1929) reported that 

for most subjects, practice was important, i . e. some subjects 

spent considerable tim looking at the stimuli befor they 

were able to report the perception of movement . Deatherage 

(1954), on the other hand, reports that subjects find it 

difficult to s e b ta movement if they have b en seeing it 

for a period of time . ~at happens in this case is that the 

subject suddenly stops reporting movement of the objects, and 

it becomes difficult for him to see this movement again unless 

he looks at something 1se . 

Other factors which probably account for much of th 

variability in th exp rimental data are the ubject ' s 

attitude (Stratton, 1911) and his expectation (De Silva, 1926) 

Jonee and Bruner , 1954) . It is obvious that these last 

two variables will b greatly affected by how the experi

mental situation app ar to the subj ct, and hat the experi

m nter tells him will happ n. Much of the old r literature 

i based on studies using two or three subjects who were 

"experienced" in perceptual reporting . Whether or not su~ 

subj cts expected to ee mov ment or not is unknown. but it 
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is obvious from xperiments by Dimmick {1920) that what the 

subj ct says he sees in an apparent movement situation 

depends upon what he is told will appear. 

In addition to the variables just mentioned, such 

things as the pathological state of the subject is important. 

T uber and Bender (1948) report a change in the beta 

threshold vith damage to the vlsunl cortex, and Saucer and 

0Pabler (1950) have found that schizophrenic subjects, and 

subjects administered chlorpromazin , (Sauc r, 1959) exhibit 

higher beta thresholds. There is also an effect of age, as 

demonstrated by Gantenbein (1952), the threshold for beta 

decreasing with age, ~nd .erner and Thuma (1940) found 

little or no apparent movement perception in brain damaged 

children. 

With all of these variables influencing the per

ception of apparent movement. it is not surprising that 

the values given for the various thresholds vary a good 

deal between experiments. Wertheimer (1912) for instance, 

could not produce beta movement when the time between successive 

stimulations was above 200 msec. regardless of the distance 

between the stimuli. Linc~e (1907) on the oth rhand; reports it 
t/11/-tHfPil/s • 

at 600 msec. What seems consistent, however, is that certain 

changes in the perception of movement occur as we vary the 

interstimulus time. If we keep all four basic variables 

constant, except the time between the presentation of the 

stimuli. then, as we incr ase this time from zero the subject 

will first report that the objects nppear simultaneously, 

than that the objects appear to move as wholes 

{beta movement), and with further 
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increases he will still report movement, but not of the 

whole solid object (phi movement) . Finally, when the time 

between presentation of the stimuli is great enough , he 

will report two objects appearing in succession . 

These , then , are the conditions which produce the 

perception of visual movement , in both the real and apparent 

situations , and some of the variables which influence it . 

It is apparent that many of the variables which influence 

one type of movement also influence the other .. For this 

reason , and because both situations elicit the perception 

of movement , it would seem plausible to assume (if one is 

interested in the relation of perception to physiology) 

that there is in the brain some system which reacts in the 

same way to both stimulus conditions , and several authors 

have done so . The approach has been , in general , that of 

describing a. system which l'lill convert the stimUli of 

appru-.ent - movement into a neurological equivalent of real 

movement ,; although the opposite approach would be equally 

valid . Below, we will discuss three such theories . One of 

these will locate th s "point of neurological equality" in 

the retina. , while the other two will place it in the visual 

cortex . These theories illustrate some previous approaches 

to this problem and the lack of informat ion which existed 

when such approaches were formulated . 
\ 

The Gestalt Theory 

In its generalized form this theory is based on the 
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a umption that th brain, or at 1 ast parts of it, operate 

in a way analogous to an lectromagnetic fi ld, i . e . that 

there are gradient of en rgy within the brain which may be 

synergistic or opposad to each other, and whi ch affec t and 

are affected by all the oth r gradi nts present in the 

entire system. Th brain is conceived of as a tension 

system which, if there were no energy inputs from outside 

the system, would achieve a stable state in which all tensions 

would be balanced . That such a state is never reached is 

due, in part, to the input of energy from the sensory 

syst ms. Such inputs disrupt the balanc ds~te of the 

system and produc in it, at various points, gradients 

of energy which represent the external stimuli whi ch 

indir ctly produce them. Th assumption is also made that 

the relationships b tween stimuli in the external world are 

faithfully reproduc d within this system . This principle of 

isomorphism implies mor· than discrete environm ntal stimuli . 

It is also postulated that if four dots are arranged in a 

squar , and the subject reports that they represent a square, 

th~n there must be in the brain a proc ss which is the same 

as that produc d wh n a real quare is seen . 

Besides the tensions produc d by th incoming stimuli, 

there are also what are referred to as "cohesive" and "restraining" 

forces . What seems to be meant by a cohesive force is that inherent 

property of th sy tern which draws together separate tension 
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y tems which are alike, in som way so that they form a 

new system hi ch is diff rent from any of its part , and 

is not the simple summation of the e parts . The re training 

force is supplied by the input from the sensory systems , 

and tend to ke p everything from running into one great 

whole . Brown and Voth (1937) used the ·e two forces to 

analyse apparent mov m nt, and were abl to predict c rtain 

aspects of this mov ment which were not previously known . 

While their analysis is extremely clever, it does not 

cone rn us primarily . As a hypotheti cal con truct, Ge talt 

th ory i quit succ ssful in pr dieting and analysing 

certain aspects of p rception, but h n it is removed from 

this category and plac d in th realm of physiology it has 

som diffi culty . Sine the syst m op rates basically on a 

sy t m of t nsion gradients, it is first necessary to 

determine what the physiological repre entation of these 

gradi nts is . 

This was att mpted by Kohler (1940, Kohl r and 

Wallach , 1944 ). He felt that b cause it had been . hown that 

there is a liberation of chemical substane s at the termina

tions of active neurons in the nervous system , that th se 

gradi nts should take the form of a flow of ion from the 

area of cortical stimulation . This flow would be represented 

by an el ctrical curr nt flowing from that point out into 

the rest of the brain . To t t thi hypothesis, Kohl ~ and 

Held (1949) recorded from the scalp of human ubjects, and 

w re able to find potential chang s which were coincident 
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Thezte are some diff"erences 1n the eubject:1va character o:r 

the expan on end contraction which could support the notion 

that two yatema might be involved. The th~0!7 doe a not 

explain beta movement, and Bartley somel'Jllat larnely J.:nlpl1es 

(p ..256) that such apparent....movemont TflEJi1 be due to the su.bjeot •c 

"convictionu that movement is occurring. 

Thcl~ 1B little that can be ·u against Bartleyfs 

the.oey e it 1.s applied to the expanoion pha e ot gamma 

movement . It 1B 1 however, rather l1Jn1ted 1n ita ability 

to explain other rorma ot apparent-movement . 

pasgo~ •,s T.he~a ilp,t ~~nt...ftev~¥!!1:; 
'l'h.e thooey Which Osgood (195-') pmposes, as the 

explanation tor beta movement .1D eomettmea referred to as 

the "statistical theory", 4nd 1s an exte~sion or the theor,y 

ot figural etter-en'ecte developed by- osgood and B ye'r' ( 1952) • 

It 1a baaed on the asaumpt1on that tho edge or a bright tigu:re 

on a dark sround is represented 1n the •ia~l cortex by a 

d1etr1but1on or cellul.a.r excit tion ~ SUch a 

d1otr1bu.t1on 1.s maJ..nt ned. by the :fa.ot that the eye 1s 1n 

a constant et te or movement (Visual nyatagmua) Md con

sequently cells ere reeeiving 1nterm1ttent timul tion . *l.'b 

suppol't the notion that tigures are ro~sented by normal 

d1atribut1one ot exo1t tion, o good dra.we on the theot7 o1: 

Marsh&.ll and 'l'albot ( 1942), and postulates that when a 

stimulus pattern such as br~1t line ~net darit 

baoli;ground 1s presented, the activity t cortical cell 1s 

http:Marsh&.ll
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greatest in the region of th cortex corresponding to the 

line and decreases with the distance from that region. 

In, addition, it must also be assumed that some 

process of lateral inhibition steepens the slope of the 

distribution, so that only the cell~ at the peak are 

important for perception. .Ji th the addition of one 

more assumption Osgood is prepared to explain beta movement. 

This assumption, based on the work of Werner (1935), is that 

the developm nt of the distributions and their decay takes 

some period of time . If two uch distribut~.ons are side 

by side in the cortex, then as on d~cc;ys (()ne object 

removed from the visual field) and the other evelops (a 

second obj ct is presented in the visual field), the summation 

of the two distributions will give a point of maximum activity, 

which will move, with time, from the center of the decaying 

distribution to the center of the developing one . Since 

it is assumed that real movement also produces a shift in 

the maximum point of cell firing, then it is clear why 

apparent-movement stimuli elicit the perception of real 

movement . In other words, according to this theory the 

same neural ac tivity should be associated with both real and 

apparent movement p rception, and in the strictest sense of 

the theory, this activity should be found in the visual 

cortex. 

While this theory can be used to explain several 

aspects of apparent-movement, it i unable, as Osgood points 
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out, to mo::pla.in '\>rhy apparont...move:mont Gl111not appua.r to bo 

or low veloci.ty . (The appa.t"Qnt-movomont o objeot$ pp0ars 

to ha:ve v~looi.ty ot about 20 degrees/sec.) ~ Oogoo 

oonol'Wiea hi.FJ disousaion b"J' saying that lnorc neurolog1oal 

:information f.ill ve to be co looted before any real ttnder

ntand.1ng of the p:rooess of: appa:rent-movemt"mt ear1 be reached • 

The tlrree theor1cs presented above are typical of 

th attempts whloh have been e t~ explain the neural b $!5 

ot rea.l nnd ap~nt Jnovament . All or tllom tt.l"'' :lnadeq'i.l.AteJ 

J.n f'aot 1 1t J. unlil~ly that an adequate tht::ory could be 

tna.da, a!noe the thecvista d1d not know how the brain 

t-1orkod (a pro lem which a exaggerated by poor comnn.m1oat1 n 

bet-ween phyaiologiuts and pf37ch<:>loe;inta) • O'trVio"WSly, what 

1 needed iS more 1nf<lrrmat1on about hOw th~ visual ay tent 

responds to movi,ng nt.tml11 ~ and 1t :1.B' to this problem that 

the present expe~imenta are addrea ed. 

Berol."e t'Urning to the exper nts, ho evc..sr*1 we must 

conaid~r some ot the most r(;llevant nourophys1olog10Al 

ev1de:nca which han ecu.muls.ted 1n r cent ;re~ • It will b 

not1oed that the pictu;ro l'IC get of tho per ept meohan1an 

1 that or a eyatem in rhich cells are aen i tive only to 

l.:J.mited d ·~ n ion of tho timulus, and in th1 wa.w :Ltte 

oona1derably from those ptu~.tul :te4 b:r thO theor1eo Just 

diuau.esed ,. 

Although 1t has een known £or oomo time that the 

movemont or a st1mulua obJ ct ld.ll c usc cells 1n th.o vietull 

y tem ot animals to di. charge, (Hartline, l940), 1t haS rot 

http:v~looi.ty
http:mo::pla.in
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b com apparent until recently that om cells may have as 

their main function th ignaling of mov ment. Hub.l (1960 ) 

and Hubel and ·~iesel (1959, 1962) have analysed th behavior 

of cell in th visual yst m of the cat . In the striate 

cortex they have found two types of cell ; simpl and complex. 

Both of th se are sensitive to timuli which are either fla hed 

on the screen or moved within th receptive field of the cell . 

Th amount of cell activity which such stimulation elicits 

depends on both the shape and orientation of the stimuli . 

In the case of moving stimuli there appears to be 

a direction of mov ment which tends to elicit mor cell 

activity than any oth r and this direction is referred to 

as the cell ' s "preferred" dir ction. For convenience the 

reverse direction is call d the "null" direction . The 

lab lling of dir ctions in this way is not meant to imply that 

there i one, and only on , dir ction of movem nt to which the 

cell will r spond, but rather that there is one direction of 

mov ment o which the cell is most sensitive . 

Simple cells differ from complex ones in that the 

former respond to movement only when the stimulus pattern 

crosses a limit d part of the cell ' s re ceptive field whil 

the latter respond as lon as th re is movement in any part 

of the re ceptive fi ld . In the simple cells the response to 

movement is associated with the edge of the stimulus pattern 

crossing th boundary between an "on" and "off" area of th 

fi ld, but no such relationship between the movement response 

and field organization has been shown for complex cells. 
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This specificity of response to the direction of 

movem nt has not b en demonstrated at the low r levels of 

the eat's visual system (Hubel, 1960, Kuffler, 1953), but 

in the rabbit retina , Barlow and Hill (1963) have found cells 

which do show this type of specificity . In the visual 

yst m of the frog (L ttvin et al . , 1~59, 1961; Grusser

Corn hl et al . , 1963; and Barlow, 1953) there appears to 

be an even greater tendency for cells to have specific 

fun ctions . Barlow reports that in the retina only on-

off cells respond to movement. In th frog ' s tectum there 

are cells which respond only to stimulus spots hich are 

the iz of a fly and which are moving . Other cells track 

th movement of stimulus objects throughout the stimulus 

fi ld, ~hil still others app ar to respond to how "new" 

the stimulus is . In addition, some cells respond to only 

one dir etion of movem nt . 

Sp c ificity, such as this, has been demonstrat d in 

ensory ystems other than th visual . Mountcastle {1957), 

Mountcastle et al . , (1957), and Mountcastle, Poggio and Werner 

(1963) ~ have found that cells in the somatic sensory system 

are not only specific to the place of stimulation, but also 

to the mode of somu ic s timula tion . Besides this, they 

have also shown that some cells are sensitive to the position 

and movement of specific joints . The same is true for the 

system for taste, where fibres and cells have been shown to 

respond to only a limited number of taste stimuli, (Pfaffman , 

t . al . , 196l,.Langren, 1961) and in the auditory sy tern, 
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of cour , it has b en nown for som time that cell 


are sensitive to only limit d tone range (Davis and 


Galambos, 19~3; Katsuk1,1961). 


' 1le 1t a p ears that the c~ lls in th~ various 

sensory syst ms ar sp c:ific in th ir respon e to some di

mension of th ir appropri ate stiimuli, there do s seem 

to be on dimension to which they are not specific. This is 

the d1men ion of timulus int nsity. As far a we know, it 

has n vt'/or b en d mon... trated that th•r are C'>lls which signal 

int nsity without ign l~ng other a p&cts of the stimulus

This is not unreason~bl , of cour e~ since it is lmpossibl , 

at 1 ast in the physical se.nse, to have a stimulu. whtch 

do not have an intensity. A far a the s1ngl cell 

is concern d, it appears that the intensity of the stimulus 

which aet iv t & it is ignaled by chang s in the magnitude 

of the lieited ~ · aponse. (Se , for instanc , Adrian and 

Matth :vs 1928; }iartlin , 1938; Mountcastle., 1961; and for 

e 11 in the eat's visual cortex, Jung, 1961). 

It would s em that the sensory sy terns ar eompo ed 

of cells which ar maximally xcited by some certain set 

of stimulus dim nsions., but that part of tho response is 

det rmin d by another dimension, Viz, the intensity of the 

stimulus. It s ems possible th n that the perc ption of a 

epeeif1c stimulus, or part of lt, involv s the activat ion 
. I 

,., 
' 	

of a specific group of cell which, in essence, signal tha 

pre nee of that dim nsion, . imply by th f ct that they are 

a~ tiv ated . At th same time, the signal for some other 

1 
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dimension of the stimulus may be carried "vithin" the cell 

by the amount of activity present during the cell's response . 

It is interesting to note that those dimensions to which the 

eells are speCific , are those to which Stevens refers as being 

m tathetic (1961) ~ hot, cold, position, direction, move

ment, etc . The dimension of stimulus intensity is, of course, 

prothetic or quantitative , and so is one of the vari .::; bles 

with which our experiments will deal, viz . the velocity of 

movement. 

The Problem 

The results of th Hubel and ti ael xperi ents, then. 

demonstrate that there are cell in th eat ' s striat cortex 

whi ch are ensitiv to both mov ment and the direction of 

movement . On these grounds alon , we can assume that these 

cells ar involved in the p r ception of mov m nt . From our 

point of view. it is now worth whil to know whether or not 

these cells also signal apparent-movement, and whether they 

are involv d in the signaling of the velocity of real move-

m nt . Neith r of th se variables has been systematically 

studiedm regard to single cells in this area , and it is to 

this nd that our experiments are addressed . 

Our probl m, then, is rather a basic one . We are 

interested in the general problem of the neurological basis 

of movement perception, and w intend to study this by r cording 

from single cells in th striate cortex of the cat . Th -

specific problem, which we have selected, is the problem of 
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th perception of the velocity of movement, and we ish to 

find out whether or not cells in this area are involved in 

this perception, and if so, in what way. In addition, we 

are also interested in how these cells may be involved in 

the perception of apparent-movement. This is of importance, 

both from the point of view of testing . the validity of th 

theories which have been advanced to xplain the phenomenon 

and becaus , by inv stigating its n urological basis, we may 

be able to widen our understanding of oth r proces es which 

underlie the perception of movement . 

Our experimental approach will be the rather common 

one of varying a set of stimulus parameters and trying to 

find out how the responses of cortical c lls are affected . 

It should be pointed out, however, that , since we did not 

know what aspects of the cells' behavior ~ere most closely 

related to the phenomena, a considerable amount of exploratory 

experimentation was necessary . 



Single oell atUdiea ot v1o1on 1nvolvo a nurllber ot 

teohnio.a.l pl:'oblems • 'flte t'ir:st of' theae is the animal 

preparation to be uaed ~ If one 1 interested in oornplex 

perceptual function -1 1 t 1s de :.1.r lo to have the animal 

1n a p~~1olog1oal state h1oh pproxtmates the normal. 

That 1s, it .in preferable th t the expel'i,ments not be done 

while the anima.l ia unde:.. ;some torm ot general e.naesthcs:la 

or wlUl.e the forebra.tn is functionally isolated b;.r a brain 

atem tran eotion, :.tnoe 1t :t well known that such proccdu:-ea 

affect the general activi.ty ot the nervous y tem. On the 

ot®r hand, too pl'Ooedure must avoid caus.1ng th n.n.tmal 

undue pain . _fh1t~ d1ff1¢Ulty can be avoided, however, by 

operating on the Anilnril some day be:t'Ol:'e tho recording 

sea ion~ ing hole in the skull and attaching a fitting 

which can e ally opened or -olo ed by the experimenter 

(~ •.a • Mountcaetle.t 1957; .HUb 1, l96o.J Evarte,. l96o) ... 

Besides vOiding the neoesa1t7 to~ anaesthet1oe o~ 

bra:t..n stem tranoect1on, auoh prooedu:re also · lows ·the 

same an t used ror ev :ra1 recording sessions, the 

dur tlon ot which~ be kept t reasonable lensthJ the 

experimenter does not nav to ·;ork tor extended per1o4e 

http:activi.ty
http:forebra.tn
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'1thout rest 1 and thus .voids many ex rlmental erl'Ors ~ 

When zteool"d1ngs o.re ma.4o without the usa ot 

anaesthetics the problem ot ttestra.ining the animal. b ·oolllee 

impol'*tant . It one is not interested in precise control or 

the etinW.ua the animal mtl;Y' be reatl'Q.1ned by mechanical 

means, ~ubel (1960), Evart ( l96o) , ) ut when thJ.a 1s not the 

oo.ae the animal m.uet be 1mmob1l1zed by one ot the pa.ralyt1o 

ot art1tic1al reapir. t1on an , in atud1ea ot Vinton the 

r:.le;id rtx:atton of' tho head • One me a .ot aupplying at't1t*Ut 1&1 

Nepirat1 n iB through a t ohea.l. cannula, wh1oh io more 

naa1q inserted 1faen the nim.al 1s anaeatbet1.~ed . Since the 

cannula must be inserted at the beginning oT anh recot"di.rf:; 

hOrt aottng anaesthetic 

&U.Ch as one of' the :Ultl:'*a.venous barb1tuatea " Tho&e anaes

thettes, h ever, require venipuncture, a procedure not 

easilY c~ied out even on ~stra1ned oats . '.1'0 avoid thl..B 

problem wa .implanted in each cat venoue oannult\ \'Jhi¢h 

oould be opened and closed as nece Gary. Thia had the 

64'\l'tUltQSe of allow1ng 'U8 to oonven1·entlJ admin1ater th~ 

VfU'l1oWl drUgS u.aed dunns the oxper.iment, though 1t reqtU.red 

tl:la:t the animal. be partly ~atra1ned when not in experimental 

use . 'L'bia J'eGtralnt was aooomplished by placing the animals 

in hammock through Which their l"C&l' legs protruded. By 

loosely tyiltg these leg& to the hBmmc>ok aupporte.t the Ani.:trAle 

wer ~ndered 1nea ble ot leav1ns the hammock while t~ll 

be1ng tree to lUOve about w1th1.n 1 t . igU:res 1 and 2 hmr an 

http:recot"di.rf
http:etinW.ua


Fig. 1 Animal in restraining hammock 
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Fig . 2 Animal in restraining hammock 
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exper1mantal animal r-estrained in tMa way . 

The intravenou anaesthetic used toto the tracheal 

intubation was thiopental SOdium (Pentothal - Abbott) • 

In developing the experimental technique used in thla 

experiment 1 we investigat d the time reqUired for an animal 

to recover from this anaesthetic end .found it to be about 

20 minutes . No recordings were ever made within 20 minutes 

of the administration or this drug1 and 1as a safeguard, tm 

a.nintal ' s BEG \1M monitored <luring the r-ecording aessi,ons. 

In all eases the EEG recorda indicated that the effects 

of' this barbituate were dissipated prior to the recording 

of cell activity . 

The:re are two reasons why an animal •s head must be 

fixed in plaoe during a.n experiment of this type . First, 

in order to assure that the retinal image of the object 

presented to the eye will be at the same location on each 

presentation, any ec1dental movements o~ the head must 

be avoided . Second, unless the recording electrode is made 

to move with movements of the animal (liubel, 1960) or 

unlesa press'l.ll-ized chamber is used <w· Mountcastle 1 1957) 

1to location within the brain will continuously change and 

1t Will be impossible to remain :t.n contact W1th any one 

cell . In order- to f:lx the poaition of the head and to 

avoid causing any pain to our experimental animals, a 

pair of stainless steel studs were fastened to their skulls 
I 

and brought out through incisions 1n the overlying akin . 

By fastening these studs by a ser1ee of clamps to a ~1g1d 

post the head could be held 1n any position desired . 
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When a para~zed preparation 1a used the expert•• 

manter baa no r.1ay ot knowing lthether or not the animal ' s 

eye 1a focussed on the stimuli being presented. . To over

come this problem we used a method similar to that described 

by Burns, Heron and Pritchard (1962) . This method, which 

will be mare ru11y diseusaed later, involves paralyzing 

the eye ' s ability to accommodate b.1 instilling into the 

{f conJunctival aao a solution of atropi~ aultate and then, 

by meana ot an artificial lens ayste~, retocuss:t.ng the eye 

tor the distance t wh.1eh the experimental stimuli wi.ll be 

presented . Th1 procedure i.s carried out on only one eye, 

since the paralysis ot the eye muscles allows the eyes to 

diverge and ntflkea it extremely ditt1oult to present one 

;tma.ge to corresponding points on the two retinas . Du:r:lng 

experi.mentat:ton the \UlUSed eye was occlUded by a cotton 

patoh to avoid its st:t.mulation contam:t.nattng the results 

of the stimUlation to the othe~ eye . 

The most ditt1o.Ult problem whtoh we taoe4 in this 

experiment was the construction of the device tor presenting 

'the real and apparent movement stintUli. . In recording from 

single cortical cells, even when the head 1s held rigidly 

in place, there 1s alwa_vs the problem or the braJ.n moVing 

u.p &."ld down wi.th each respiratory oyole and w1th aa.ch 

heA%'-t beat . These movements make 1 t c1UT1eult to keep the 

electrode in close contact with any one cell tor long 

periodS ot time . This time taotor limits the number or 
experimental procedures which can be earr1,ed out on any 

http:retocuss:t.ng
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one cell, eapecially \'Then the same procedures ez.e to be 

replica.tad on a number of cella. Deoa:u.ae ot thia" it was 

neo~osney that the at1tm.tlat1ol1 device be oapo.ble ot p~

centing both typeo ot stimUlation una that the control 

o:r the expe:tt1lnentaJ. va.x>iable z-equire a ntinim.u.rn of opwa.tton 

time. In th sections lfhioh t Uow. t1e will diocusn this 

st1mulat:ton devtoe and w111 gl.w a moro dote.1led deacr1pt1on 

ot ·the othel:' tcohn1oa.1 methodn emp1oyec.l 1n tha ~1ment. 

~~-~nit;al OierAtAon 

!he cats ua~d 1n th1s expevtment range in weight 

from 5 to 14 pounds and were all operated on during 

pentobarbital anaestbesta. First, the lett temora.l ve1n 

was opened and a l?E 50 i)Olretl\Ylene cannula wa.o 1nse1•ted1 

fastened in place by suturing and then connected to an 

Intravenous (IV) dr1p kit tilled with a solution or ~ 
Dextrose in ttatet' t<~ith a. dt-ip rate ot l oo pe.r 1'1ve 

m1nu.tes . Next 1 the n1ot1tating :menl'brane wae removed tNm 

the: right eyo . !fhie waa ncoea;JJar:f booauae the goneral 

paralysing drug wsed 1n thta cx.peri.ment rclAxeu this 

membrane and allol-t 1.t to ooelud. tho pup ll.t.wy opening. 

An 1no1s1on n.a then made in the midline or the scalp and 

t1~e muscle cove:tt'ing the le£t temporal are of' slcull reflected. 

A halt Uloh hole waa trephined thl'\")ueb tho bon• over the 

lett lateral gyrus, the dur was removed. hom the ru:'ea 

beneath this opening (it wa lett intact 1n the last two 

oats) and a round th!tea.ded ata:J.nless steel ceJ.uon was 

placed ovett the opening and t .tened to the one with 

http:ntinim.u.rn
http:Deoa:u.ae
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dental cement . A screw-on cap with a small vent hole 

sealed this caisson . (The vent hole, which could also be 

closed, allm1ed the larger cap to be removed tithout 

exerting undue pres ure on the bra1n.) 

Holes were drilled through the skull over the area 

of the posterior sylvia.n and ecto ylv:ta.n gyril< and over 

the area of the frontal sinus, and these were then enlarged 

by rongeurs to form two rectangular openings of approx1• 

mately l5 rom x 8 mm. Th rectangular heads of two stain.. 

less steel tuds (~ em long) were in erted through he e 

holes and then rotated until their longest dimension as 

at right a.nglea to the original openings . Stainles steel 

nuts were then tightened down onto the skull to hold the 

tude firmly in place. (Vi uaJ. inspection after the animals 
r 

were kill d indio ted that there a no depression of the 

underlying cortex produced by this procedur • )" The re

ining openings 1n the skull were fill d with bone wax 

and the 1nc1 ion was olos d y suturing. The animal w a 

then put on a regimen of 100,000 Units of Penicillin per 

day for the next three days . 

Post- Operative Care 

After the cat had recover d from the aesthetic, 

it was removed from the operating table and pl ced in the 

hammock described earlier . For the foll0l.f1.ng thre d ya 

an 1nterm1ttent IV drip of 5~ Dextrose 1n water \'18.s in

ta1ned , During this time if the cats became restle s nd 

http:foll0l.f1.ng
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truggle th y re ted by th n str t on ot l 

unt 0 1 or In rao t 

as 1 th 1 bee aool .._,.....,ck and 

reat~ t w thin two d red• 

ed t on yon th1 point odt 

but er no c ...,..,-tanc n te d withi.n 

e t hours ot experi nt cs 1on . 

•v n c ts which r utre longer p o n which 

to pt appe to b rel t1 ppy ith th r 

urroundin 1 b or cotton ere proVid d ror the 

to pl d much ot th 1r ti as pent in pl n 

and th s cond post op tive all cats 

w re tin no ly,. although th ir flUid con umption wa 

lo normal b o ot the nistr on ot 

fluid 1nt venouely . th third day th y e ,d to v 

co rc oo 1 tel • 

Rooord1J'!5 Prawation 

Record n wcr e on th fourth, 1Xth and th 

t o r tiv a:y • The 1.1r t1on o th! t1r t two a 

appro~ t , while t t or the 1 t ae on 

bout t~elv hours . 

ir t the cat w lightly anae thetiz d by th 

intravenous dmin1 tr tion of ~ solution of thiop ntal 

o u.m and an 1nt rtr che c nula, which con 1 t c1 or a 

pl t c tub 1th zyloc n , in erted . A oont t 

len tilled ith 1~ solution or tropin ault t was 
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pl ed ov r tho right ey • The nimal then par yz d 

by th admini tr tion of 1~ olution o uoc nylcholine 

chloride an artificial r sp1r tion as begun. Throughout 

the experimental seas on complete paraly 1 w s tained 

by an IV drip o~ the sam concentr tion ot this p alytic 

agent . Pollo ing fiXation of th he d, y t ten1ng th 

protruding at nle ate 1 stud to the rigid post, the 

r ght eye l a focus d on acre n which wa approXi tely 

50 em in tront of it and the left eye occluded y a mo~st 

cotton ch. The ea.l as then remov d f'ro the vent hole 

in the cap covering the caisson, the cap itself r moved 

to expose the underlying cortex, and the microelectrod 

w in crted . 

During all r cor 1ng per od the temper turez ................. • 


t mon1to y eana t lubricated ctal probe . Tht 

prob controlled a h atlng ele 

lmal and oh w s acti~ ted hen th imal ' a tempe ture 

devi ted by txJr than 1f clegt'ee f'ro normal . Ther were 

f w timO rhen such he ting a nee ary, d no an l ' 

temper ture xc eded nor during ·cording riod . 

The recov ry from ex eri ntal session rather 

un vent • The caisson wa sealed and the animal ' e he 

re ved t'rorn the head holding devic • The IV drip ot 

succinylcholine was replaced with a Dextrose drip and w thin 

twenty minutes the animal was breathing without as istance. 

The only long lasting eft'ect of the ly is appe to 

be a mode te t1 g:ree or mu ole weakn s • After the f n 1 

ession, the oat wa ille with pentob ~it 1, the ide 
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ot the ~ll contain~ng the studs removed and the br in 

exa.mined . 

Reco~iDS A~a~u 

Th mora-electrodes us d in this experim nt were 

de by eleetropoli h1ng type 6o6 tungsten wir-e ( S;rl van1 

Electric Produota Inc . ) tollowtng the method described by 

HUbal ( 1957) • fhe t1p a1~es or the e eleetrodea I-anged fmm 

2 ... 4 u, with a e t diameter ot 10 u t 40 u from the t.1p. 

They wer 1nsu1 ted to within 15 u or their tips with epoxylite 

1nsulat1ng V8.r'n1eh, using a oentr!tuge method which \ole 

developed . Thie, 1nvolved d:S.pp1:ng the electrode, point first 1 

into je,r or insul tins varnish, eo that a. small ball or 

i.t edh red to the electrode tip . The electrode was then 

tta.ched to a wheel so that the ti.p pointed towar the center 

ot rote.t:S.on and the wheel w a :rotated at about 500 rpm for

15 seconds . Arter baking , tn a 60 0 oven for twelYo hours, 

1t tras tented for insula.t~on le a b7 p sslng small current 

through 1t while 1t wa immersed in 1~ Na 1 solution. 

'!'his method or insulation proved to be qUick, simple and 

)!llel1abla . 

'The device tor holding the 1eotrode during the 

record1.ns w. a · slight mod1f1o t1on ot the one d sor1be 

by 13urns d Robson ( 1960) and is sh.own 1n FigU:re ' . It 

consists or a vertical spring which 1~ attached to the 

eleetrode at one end and to the .a.mpl:l..f1ar le (is at the 

other, an Wh1ch is held in place by an att ohment to 

mov; ble ~. 'lbe holder i d 1gned o t - t during 

http:record1.ns
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cord ng the elect 1a t ly s nd by pr n , 

o th t 1t is v rt lly •we tles •, an- moves wi~h mo¥

mente or the br n . Th d Vic tor movin th fr wa 

s mply p r T oil till d 5 co hypode~o syring with 

their plun ra tt ched to extene on of the fr (FigUre .3). 

The p un r er oppo e to each otper in their d1r ction 

o'f vo nt nd 'I ro controlle by two l cc yr1ng , eaoh 

connectc to 5 cc syringe by oil lines ~ These control 

yringe 'ere arrang o that their plun er er connecte 

o each end ot m:i.crom ter haft . Thus, a. the crometer 

t ed, one plunger pushed 1n Wh1 e the other s 

pulled ou~, and this mo emant aa hydr ul1cally t e tted 

to the syr ng ttaohed to the r~ , causing it to ve 

un er positive pr ure e ther up or ~~n, d pendin on 

t a 1 co on of rotation of th cro etcr . 

~1e el ctrode 1as connected to a Gra s rs AC coupled 

1 f'ier USing an width or .:;5 - 10,000 cp • 'l'h1 

l1f1 r was eqUipped with cathode tollo er an 1 re

cording one ah-pull , using the teal c s on e the 

1ndtrfer nt el ctrode . The amplifi action potentials wer 

fed to loud s eaker and to one be ot a 'l'ectronix 502 

0 cillo cope for viaual :Lnsp ot1on . They also enter d 

voltage ensit1 e gat an pul e Orin~ which emitted a 

standardized pulse to each ct on otcnt • T.he - pula 

re di played on the other beam o the o c llo cop , ~o 

th t th y cOUld be constant y com,pared w1th the act on 

potent· l • output ot tle lse-ro r 1 ow fed 
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to one ohannol or ~o channel tape reoorde~ tor later 

anAlyo1a .• i'he eeoond tape re order channel w usea to 

l'eeord ignals r:-om the opt.toa.l. at1r.nulator, thun prov1ding 

a means of correlatus the cell reaponae wi-th the visual 

tin1Ulat1on . A second dual b am o o ll aoope diapl ed 

the output ot the sie;nal gener~tor of' the opttcal ati.lm.l.""' 

lator and monito~ad the pikea recorded on the tapeo . 

It wo.s neoeuary to keep tha aeaomm.o(!e.t1on or the 

C.Y' . and the a1ze r the pupil eonstnnt during tho experi

ment Tbie was don by p~uo1ng U\'fdr.itts1 and cycloplegia 

by- 1nnt1lling atropine sulfate 1nto the oonJWlct1val sac 

and SUb equently l"etooussing thG eye by convex lens aystem 

placed in •front ot the animal. • eyo . t.ro tneure that the 

retinal 1-ma.se was 1n shArp .f'oous he.l.f' 11vered pr1. m. w 

pl aced etween the lens .and the f.rre. thu al.lo1t1ng the ex r1

menter to directly 'baervu the ~e. The at1.mU.lus patte:t•n 

as toousae on th retina by va:rytng the power or the le 

and the d1et nee or the pattern ~om the ~e. 

Sine th~ t from human tUdies ot m veJr~nt a.r 

expreased in terl!W ot degre" or Visual anglo, 1t obviously 

i& &dv ta,geo a to d~acr1be th proaent ata in the J:Jatne 

teztn a . Fox- the normally aoooml't'tO :tins e;ro ~: this angle :Ls 

cn.lcu.l ted by s:t..mply ®termin1ns tl u1~e of: the fiXated 

object a.nd the dtatano cr the object fro the eye . such 

aaleUlat1ona a.t'e not valid~ howeve~• when cwt1ticial. lena 

· -:~ te are ea eaause uoh sy tema produce a. 1t.1c t1on 



of" the retinal image . The amount or magn11".tcation and ita 

d~ection are dependent on the optical power of the art1• 

f1cial lens eystem and its distance f'n>m the anterior 

pt'inoiple point ot the eye, point which is usually taken 

u the anterior surface of the cornea .. In the present 
~--.....

experiment the a:t't1f1c1al lena system 1e composed of tlro 

elements t the spectacle lens and the contact lena . The 

power ot the spectacle lens 1s lmotm, while that of the 

contact lens is not . Beaause or thiB unknown value 1 the 

magnit.toation o~ the total lena ayatem must be stated 1n 

torms of the probable r nm or nlagni.f'1oat1on which 1ould 

be produced when the oontact lens is aaaigncd so~ limiting 

power. To deterx.Une this range we applied the eq'UAtiona 

g1ven by Southall {1961) f'or the detettn11nat1on ot mnsn.t

f"1oation due to art1tio1a.l lens .ay teu . In all o!" ou:r 

experiments the apeet®le lena ha an opti.cal power or eight 

diopte:ra and was always plaa 2 em . tPOm the corneal nurtaoe ., 

On the assumption that 111 order to f'ooua an image on the 

~tina the contact lens could not have an optical power 

greater than the accommodating powe~ of the cat•a eye ~ we 

assigned to it the optical pOtfer of seven d1optex-s (Ualls, 

1942} at zePO diutanoe from the comea. When the gnifi• 

cation equation waa B'Olved us;tng the above values* and 

aasuming the d1opt~1c power or the Pelaxed eye to be 65 .4 

d1optera, as calcUlated trom the data presented in Handbook 

of .1Jioloe;1Qa.l Data (Spector, 1956), we f'ound that the 

ma.xi.tnUm magnification value ttu 1 .18 . Thi means that the 
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actual visual angle ot an object a.rtif1cia.lly focussed at 

some speci.f1c distance from the eye could be at the :moat 

1 .18 times as great as that of' the same object viewed 

normally at that distance . Since we have assigned to the 

contact lens a maximum value~ it is likely that the difference 

does not exceed 10%. Throughout the -remainder of this study 

the term visual angle will re~er to the angle determined 

by the d:lata.nce of the eye from the focussed stimulus pattern 

and the size of the stimulus pattern, and will not take 

into account th1a discrepancy . Th.e reader should keep in 

mtnd, however, that this error ef mea.aul"'ement is present, 

altho~ as will be seen later th1s error will not affect 

rnoat or the e>tperimental conclusi,.ons . 

We had originally teared that there would be large 

individual differences in the d1opterie power· of the relaxed 

eye of different cats . Hot.rever, this d:lfferonoe proved to 

be negligible , ainoe in all animala the eye was brought to 

.f'oaua within ! l em ot the desired distance of 50 · em ,. Because 

this error tffas small ( .;t 2%} we decided to p1-tesent all st:lnuli 

a~ if the eye were actual1ytocuss~d at 50 em, thus eliminating 

the necessity of reca11brating the atinn.llating devices on 

each experimental day . 

The stimulus patterna were projected onto a 4o x 50 em 

ground glass rear projection acreen, sttua.ted directly in 

front of the an1mal • Si,nce this screen put 41 practical limit 

on the angular extent or the cat •a visual field, the animal ' s 

eye t1aa focuaaed so that an image in the center or the acrcen 
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fell on the area centralia of the retina . Because the 

region of the cortex from ~hich our recordings were made 

appears to receive most of its input from this part of the 

retina (Talbot , 194o ) we found, as we expected, that most 

of the cells recorded from could be influenced by an image 

located within the boundaries of the screen . 

The Optical Stimulator 

The screen , on which the stimulus pattern was pro

jected, was mounted in one wall of a shielded cubicle and 

was surrounded by a 3 rt ~ square plate of metal which was 
-

painted flat black in order to prevent any accidental light 
' 

reflect;lons from reaching the animal ' s eye . All objects 

inside the cubicle which might reflect light were kept 

outside the animal ' s visual f ield , 

The device for presenting the various stimuli to 

the eat ' s eye mainly consisted of a projection lens system, 

an electronic shutter , a right angle prism mounted on the 

rotor of an oscillograph galvanometer, a dove prism, two 

mirrors and a projection screen . The physical layout of 

these components is shown in Figure 4 . It is obvious from 

this diagram that , when the right angle prism is rotated , 

the beam projected on the screen will move in a horizontal 

direction . By placing the dove prism in the projection 

beam after it has left t he right angle prism, the movement 

on the screen can be made to occur in any direction . Since 

the arrangement of the mirrors limits the total distance 

over which this movement can occur , t he mirror labeled M2 
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is made adjustable, so that the stimulus pattern can be 

presented in any portion of the screen. s the right angle 

prism is oscillated, this pattern will of course move 

back and forth on the scree n. The stimulus pattern, pro

jected onto the screen for all the experimenta l conditions 

used in our experiments, was a thick line 30' wide and 

6 degrees long, with a luminance of 17.3 millilamberts. 

The background illuminance of the screen was .575 f t.cd 

measured at the eat's eye. 

A signal generator drove the galvanometer on which 

the right angle prism was mounted. This wa s basically an 

oscillating generator which produced a wave form of the 

type shown in Figure 5. It was designed so that the three 

parts of the wave form could be varied independently 

of each other. The sloping lines connecting the horizontal 

portions of the wave represent the movement of the stimulus 

pattern. The value of their slope represents the velocity 

of the movement, while the sign of the slope indicates in 

which direction movement is occurring. The vertical distance 

between the horizontal portions is the distance over which 

the movement occurred, and the horizontals themselves represent 

the time during Jhich there i s no movement of the stimulus 

pattern. Each of these components, the velocity, the distance 

moved, and the period when no movement occurred, could be 

independently varied, the only dependent vari ~ble being the time to 

complete the cycle. To summarize, then, the system just described was 
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capable of presenting a moving p~ttern whose direction 

of movement, length of movement, velocity of movement, and 

time between movements could all be independently varied. 

The apparent-movement stimuli used in this experiment 

were presented by alternately flashing the stimulus pattern 

at t~10 different points on the scree:rt . This type of stimu• 

lation can be easily produced by the wave form just des

cribed . All that is necessary is to block the projection 

beam during the sloped portions of the wave form (that is, 

while the prism is rotating). Thus , a stationary pattern 

will appear alternately at each end of what would have been 

the movement path . Since the time be~1een the presentation 

of the pattern in the two positions, the distance between 

the positions , and the duration of the presentations could 

be independently varied , we had all of the stimulus conditions .. 
necessary to produce apparent- movement, and to investigate 

how these variablesaf:rect the illusion. The projection 

beam was blocked by synchronizing the electronic shutter 

with the signal generator wave form, so that the shutter 

was closed during what would have been the movement parts 

of the cycle . In Figure 6 moving film photographs taken 

through a slit demonstrate how the real and apparent. 

movement stimulus patterns looked from the eat ' s side of 

the screen . It will be noted that when movement is present, 

it has a constant velocity over the entire length of its 
\ 

path . The combination of galvanometer and signal generator 

was capable of producin movements of constant velocity up 

to 500 degrees per sec . 
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Analysis of the Data 

When one is looking for changes in the nervous 

system which are correlated with some psychological function, 

and when one does not know what the nature of such changes 

will be, it is obvious that one must analyse the data in 

a number of ways, so as to examin the- various aspects of 

the cell•s behaviour. These methods are described below. 

The analysing equipment consisted of two basic units: 

a Computer of Average Transients (CAT-Mnemotron Corp.) 

and a Hewlett Packard 5233L Electronic Counter and Timer. 

Th CAT is capable of analysing both digital and analog 

data and is quipp d with appropriate printing and plotting 

d vices for data readout . 

The simplest and crudest measure of a cell ' s 

respons is the number of discharges which are produced by 

the stimulus . In this experiment this value was determined 

by comparing the number of discharges produced by a series of 

stimulus presentations with the number of discharges whi ch 

would have occurred spontaneously during an equivalent time 

period . The rate of cell discharge during a 100 sec. period 

when no stimulus was present was multiplied by the total 

length of time required to complete some given number of 

stimulus presentations, and this was then subtracted from 

the number of discharges which occurred during those pre

sentations . The final value gives an estimate of whether 

the stimulus is increasing or decreasing the activity of the 

cell. 
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The 100 sec. sample of spontaneous activity was taken 

at the beginning of the experiments and, when possible, a 

sec ond 100 sec. period was taken at the end. In those cells 

where we could m<ke a comparison between the two samples, 

we found tha t in some cases there was an incre~se in the 

s pont aneous rate with time. In such cases we used the first 

sample because it was available for ea ch cell studied . 

The Inter-spike Interval Histogram 

The inter-spike interval histogram, as its name 

implies, is a measure of the frequency of occurrence of the 

time intervals between successive discharges. In the case 

of the spontaneous activity of cortica l neurons the inter

spike interval histogram is skewed toward longer intervals, 

(short interva ls being more frequent than long, Smith and 

Smith, 1964). Within practical limits the shape of this 

distribution does not depend on the total length of time 

of the activity s ample, but rather on the rate a t which the 

discharges occur . 

The Post-stimulus Histogram 

A post-s t imulus histogram i nd ic ates the number of 

cell discharges ~h ich occur at any po int in time fo llowing 

some phase of the stimulus presentation . Consequently, 

it indicates both t he l atency of the response complex and 

the rate at which the ce ll discharges during that complex, 

but in such a way t ha t these factors cannot be read ily 

separat ed . 
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The Wa ll Method of Photographic Analysis 

The method of analysis developed by 'Nall {1961) 

lnvolveri the photographing of an oscilloscope representation 

of the cell's action potenti al . To do this the oscilloscope 

be am is brightened for a short period of time e~ch time 

a discharge occurs. Since the beam ii continuously sweeping 

the oscilloscope screen, a series of action potentials will 

appear as a series of dots of light in a horizontal line. 

By synchronizing the oscilloscope sweep with the presenta

tion of the stimulus, and by lowering the vertical position 

of the beam at the start of each sweep, a photograph of the 

tri al distribution of the action potenti als can be made . 

This avoids some<of the _problems of the post-stimulus 

histogram but, unless further analysis is done on the dis

play, only descriptive statements can be made about the cell's 

response . 

The Integrated Post-stimulus Histogram 

This is an integration of the ordinary post

stimulus histogram with time . The chief advantage of this 

method is that it allows one to determine the rate of cell 

discharge relatively easily. It is particularly helpful for 

analysing data obtained under complex stimulus condition$ . 

For instance, in the study of velocity, the activity of the 

cell was recorded during a continuous series of 25 movement 

cycles. Each cycle; however, consisted of movement in two 

directions and two periods during which no movement was 
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occurring. Since the activity of the cell is different for 

each of these conditions, the continuous record must be broken 

down into separate sections, and each section analysed 

eparately . The procedure is extremely time consuming and 

can introduce numerous errors into the analysis . The 

integrated post-stimulus histogram avoids orne of these 

problems, since the data for the entire movement cycle can 

be conveniently displayed . 

The principle of this type of analysis i the same 

as that of th well known cumulative record developed by 

Skinner (1961), except that the final curve represents the 

average r ate of a number of stimulus presentations instead 

of one continuou function . The analysis is performed by 

allowing each action pot ntial in the record to raise by 

a constant amount the DC level appli d to the analog input 

of the CAT computer . As the computer scans its memory it 

adds to each bin a number of counts which is dependent on 

th voltage at the input . Since the voltage level at any 

one tim is d pendent on the number of action potentials 

which have occurr d ince the start of the scanning cycle, 

the difference 1n .count between adj acent bins indicates 

the number of action potenti als ¥hich have occurred during 

th canning of these bins . hen the bins are read out in 

ucc ssion , a positiv ly accelerated curve is produced whose 

Y axis represents the total number of discharges in the 

canning cycl • The slope of this curve represents the rate 

of cell discharge, just as the slope of the conventional 
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cumulative record 1ndi¢ates the ra~e at which a rat pr sses 

a lever . To find the average form of this curve , th $Canning 

cycle of the computer is synchronized vith the presentation of 

the stimuli. and the DC input level is returned to z ro at 

the start of each cycle . 

Because of the design of the equipment used in this 

type of analysis, it was n cessary t reduce the ordinate 

scale by a factor of ten . Thus, in the records which ill 

be presented later, the measured rate of discharge is 

expressed in spikes/0 . 1 sec . rather then in spikes/sec . 

The data has been left in this reduced form so that direct 

comparisons between the graphed and numerical data may 

b made . 

Collecting the Data 

The experimental work for this thesis consisted of 

three inter-relat d studies . The first was a study of the 

effects of stimulus velocity on the behavior of cortical 

cells . The second, "boxing the compass", was designed to 

show how cell activlty chang s as a function of the irection 

of movement when the velocity of the timulus is h ld constant . 

In the final study, we were interested in how the cell r sponds 
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to apparent-movement stimuli, how its respons s vary. when we 

change the variables known to affect the illusion. whether 

th cell responds to apparent movement stimuli in the same 

way that it does to a stimulus that is really moving . 

Before undertaking the formal study, a number of 

exploratory experiments were carried ~ut . This was necessary 

because. as we have pointed out, we had little idea of 

what the most fruitful way of attacking the problems would 

be . We recorded from 73 cells in five cats during these 

informal studies . Of these 73, 23 er~ recorded from for 

extended p riods of time. The data from these cells was 

xtensively analysed, and from thes analyses we became 

fairly certain of what the main effect$ would be. However, 

because the stimulation procedures for these cells varied, 

w have chosen not to pres nt their data in this the is. 

For the formal xp riments 20 c 11 from four cats 

were used. Th exp rimental design made it necessary to 

record from each cell und r a standard eri s of stimulus 

conditions . B cause of th difficulty of ke ping th electrode 

in contact with one cell !or extended period of time, the 

number of these conditions had to b limited . For instanc , 

w found it impos ible to do the study of apparent- mov ment 

and the study of velocity on the same cells. 

Ve found it impractical to plot th receptiv fields of 

the cells used in our experiments. Consequent!~ it 
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was impossible to use any characteristics of the fields, 

except the preferred-null axis. as a guide for stimulus 

presentation. This axis was determined by moving the stimulus 

pattern vcross the field in various directions while listening 

to the cell activity over the loudspeaker. ~hen it was 

necessary to determine the outside bouhdaries of the field, 

the stimulus pattern was presented for 100 msec. in various 

positions on the screen and the presence of absence of 

evoked activity was noted. 

The Cell Sample 

The sample of cortical cells which one g~ts in an 

experiment of this type is biased in favour of larger cells, 

and cells which lie in the deeper layers of the cortex 

(Mountcastle, 1957). We did not try to overcome these biases, 

but we did attempt to eliminate any bias which might be due 

to the experimenter's desire to find his "preferred" results. 

The criterion used to determine whi ch cells would be used 

in the final analysis was quite simple~ We simply took the 

first ten cells with which we could mAintain contact long 

enough to complete either the velocity or apparent-movement 

study. Thus, for the three experiments_ there arc two groups 

of ten cells. Ten cells were used in the velocity study 

and ten in the apparent~movement study, with calls from 

both these groups being used in the "boxing" experiment . 

For each one of these 20 cells, there were about two others 

which we had to . eiect because they were lost at some point 

during one of the procedures . That these cells were rejected 
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does not mean that their data was not analysed, however. 

For all the cells we recorded fromt where . enough data 

was collected to make any meaningful comparisons, a full 

datu anulysis was carried out. 

The totctl number of cells fo£ which w~ will pr sent 

data is rather small in comparison to ·the number of cells 

whi ch we studied, and, of course, in comparison to the 

number of cells in the striate cortex . As we have said, 

we have chosen not to present the data f~om the exploratory 

study, because it was obtained under varied conditions of 

stimulus presentation . 

We should add that the major determinant of the 

number of cells investigated was a realistic appraisal of 

the length of time required to record from ten cells for 

the extensive periods required by the experimental design. 

In some cases the data from an entir experimental se sion 

had to b discarded from the final analy is, because e 

could not hold any one cell long enough to complete o~e 

of the experimental proc dures . 

Finally, the me:hod of recording we used does not 

allow us to make any precise tatements about the depth 

of cells in our sample~ since som dimpling of the cortex 

occurred when the electrode wa inserted • Meaningful 

estimates of depth could not be made unless we had 

deposited metal at each r cording site by passing current 

through the elect~ode, and had made a histo~ogical examination 
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of the cortex ~fter the experiment . However, as we have 

said before, our sample probably consisted mostly of deep 

cel ls, since these are easier to record from . Moreover, 

it seemed to us tha t a s this study was an exploratory one, 

establishing the depth of the cells would not be of 

paramount importa~ce . 



CHAPTER THREE 

THE EXPERIMENTS 

Velocity Study 

The purpose of the velocity study, a we have said 

earlier, was to d termine how the response of cortical cells 

changed as a function of the velocity of the moving timulus 

pattern. For all cells which will be reported here the 

stimulus line wa mov d along the preferred-null axis of 

the cell being studied and was oriented at right angles to it. 

In this and the ubsequ nt xperiments the preferred dir ction 

of mov ment was d termined by moving the stimulus pattern 

back and forth over the cell ' s receptive fi ld in various 

directions whil listening to the cell ' s activity over the 

loudsp aker . As will be seen in a later experiment , this is 

not always quite accurate because of the difficulty in d tar

mining slight differences in activity by ear, though we can 

be fairly sure that the direction we called th preferred one 

was close to the true preferred direction. 

The distance ov r which th movement occurred, eight 

degrees, was great enough o that the stimulus start d and 

stopped outside the receptive fields of all the cell which we 

studied. Thus, the timulus pattern moved across th receptive 

field in the preferred directio , stopped for 1~ s c., moved 

56 
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back ov r the arne path (the null direction) , stopped again 

for 1~ sec. , and then repeated this cycle . The time between 

each movement was set at 1~ sec . to reduce the probability of 

contaminating the veloc ity effects with effects of frequency 

of stimulation, and to prevent the responses to movement in 

the null and preferred directions from becoming mixed . 

The values of velocity which we used w re 1 , 4 , 10 , 

20, and 40 degrees/sec. These we felt would cover a range 

whi ch would be representative of those normally vi wed by man . 

For ach of th se five velocities 25 mov ment cycles were 

presented , ~. 25 mov ments in ea ch of the preferred and 

null directions . Because of the construction of the signal 

generator, it was not feasible to randomiz the presentation 

of the various v lociti s . Ea ch cell was presented first with 

the 40 degree/ sec. velocity , with th other velocitie following 

in descending order . To minimize any effects hich one seri s 

of presentations might hav on th next, we allowed 2 to 3 min . 

to elapse befor~ presenting the stimulus at the next velocity . 

To determine the spontaneous activity of the cell , its activity 

was recorded during a dark control period of at least 100 ec. 

before the velocity series wa begun . A total of ten cell 

were studied in this way . 

Results 

Th records were first analysed in terms of total count , 

and w re divided into two s ctions hich correspond d to the 

directions of mov ment, ach s ction having associat d with it 
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one period during whi ch no mov ment was occurring (the "s" 

period following the movement as shown in Figure 5) . Th 

first result which w noted from this analysis was that the term 

"null" was a misnomer . Vhile it was true that for ea ch cell 

studied movement of the stimulus in the preferred direction 

eli cited more discharges than its movement in the null direction, 

it was equally true that null direction movement caused the cell 

to fire more than it would spontaneously. That is, th null 

direction was "null" only in the sense that movement in this 

direction evoked f wer discharges than movement in the preferred 

direction did . 

Figure 7 shows the records of a typical cell used in 

this study. The action potentials from the cell have been 

superimposed on th signal generator wave form, th sloped 

portions indicating th presence of movement . Vhile it i obvious 

that the cell discharged. rnor when th timulus patt rn mov d 

in the preferred dir ction than in th null dir ction , one can 

also see that there i some activity associated with movement 

in the null direction . However , for the moment w will con ider 

onl y th response to movement in the preferred direction . 

Further inspection of the total count data reveals that 

the number of diseharg s elicited by movement in the preferred 

direction decreases as stimulus velocity in~rea es . In other 

words , the slower the mov ment the greater the number of dis

charges . This r sult' i elucidated by looking at the ISIH 

analysis of a typical cell shown in Figur 8 , where the graphs 

are based on the total numb r of int r pik intervals produced 
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by movement in the preferred direction during twenty-five 

stimulus cycles (each cycle involves the stimulus lin moving 

back and forth across the receptive field) at each of the five 

velocities. Of course, the time for each stimulus cycl , 

and the number of interspike intervals differs for each graph . 

It can be seen that the proportion of short intervals (0-4 msec . ) 

decreases as a function of stimulus velocity . Moreover, there 

is a second peak in the distribution, which shifts towards the 

longer intervals, at velocities of 10, 4 and 1 degrees/sec. 

These facts suggest that the rate of cell discharge decreases 

as the stimulus moves more slowly, and that the greater number 

of discharges observed at lower velocities is due to an increase 

in the duration of the response. 

That this is indeed the case is shown more clearly hen 

the data is displayed as integrated post-stimulus histograms . 

These histograms, it will be recalled, represent the average 

cumulative record of C$11 discharge over 25 cycles of movement . 

Figures 9 and 10 each show five such histograms for different 

cells used in the experiment . These histograms are based on 

responses to movement in the preferred direction . The origin 

of each graph represents the start of the movement, while the 

end point represents the end of the 1~ sec . period when the 

stimulus pattern was stationary . 

There is a marked increase in the slope of these curves 

during the period when the stimulus is actually moving across 

the cell ' s receptive field, and it is this portion of th 

record which we have taken as the main indicator of the cell ' s 
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re pons to mov ment. These slopes represent a series of 

discharges which extends over the entire period of the slope. 

This can be seen from the responses of the cell shown in 

Figure 26. Here, ns in other cell», movement in the preferred 

direction elicited a series of discharges on each tri al, each 

series having a rather constant latency. It is the average 

rate of 25 such series which is represonted by the sloped 

portions of the records. In these and other ISPH graphs, 

the spontaneous rate was arrived at by dividing the dark 

control period into 25 4 sec. periods, and obtaining a cum

ulative record as bove. Thus, the average rate of discharge 

for a 4 sec. period was obtained. 

Changing the v locity of the stimulus line has two 

effects which show up quite clearly in these graphs. The 

first is that the slope of the response varies with velocity. 

Since the slope of these curves represents the average rate of 

cell discharge, it is obvious that the rate of cell dis

. charge during the response- to--movement decreases as the 

v locity of the stimulus decreases, as we found from the inter

spike interval analysis. The second main effect is that the 

duration of the response varies. As can be seen, the response 

slope is much longer when the stimulus moves at one degree/ 

soc. than it is when it moves at 40 degrees/sec. Thus at 

low stimulus veloci.ties the cell fires more slowly during the 

response, but at tlJ. same time it tires for a longer period of 

time. For the present we will concentrate on the rate of 

discharge effect. 
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A simple way of arriving at a measure of the rate 

of cell discharge during the movement response is to measure 

the slope of response at the integrated histograms . This 

can be done by simply drawing a line tangent to the curve 

at a point, and then determining its slope as we have 

indicated by the dotted line in Figures 9 and 10 . As can 

be seen , the slopes of the records are not always straight 

lines, a1though in most cases this was so . v'fuen we did not 

have a perfectly straight line, we drew a tangent line by 

means of a straight edge, trying to fit that line as well 

as possible to the curve {The cell shown in Figure 9 

has the greatest deviation from linearity which we observed) . 

The value for tha slope which one gets in this case is really 

an average of the overall rate of discharge . 

When we had determined the slopes for all ten cells 

and for all five velocity conditions, we found that eight 

of the cel l s showed a tendency to decrease in their rate 

of discharge as the velocity of the stimulus pattern was 

decreased . In Figure 11 graphs of the logarithm of the 

slopes against the logarithm of the velocity are shown for 

each of these eight cells (Logarithms are used here because 

we will later make use of them in another analysis) . As 

can be seen, the slopes increase as the velocity of the 

stimulus increases. These eight cells, incidentally, are 

the same ones for which we found a shift in the second 

peak of thl inter-spike interval histograms (FigureS) . 

Of the other two cells studied, one was injured by the 
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I 
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mieroelectrode, while the other gave a short burst of 

activity which did not change its characteristics with 

changes in velocity. 

The curves shown in Figure 11 are not exactly alike, 

and it would be rather surprising if they were, since it 

is doubtful that all cells are exactly alike, even when 

they do respond to movement. What we wish to know is 

not how just one cell which changes its rate with velocity 

behaves, but how, in general, such c lls behave. We can 

make some statement of this if we average the curves shown 

in Figure 11 . This is justifiable on statistical grounds, 

since we found that the average curve is a good representation 

of all the curves (see Table 1 of Appendix) . When we 

average the curves for the eight cells we get the curve 

shown in Figure 12. This is very close to being a straight 

line . 

Sin~e this is so, and since it is a log-log plot 

of the velocity of the moving imag and the rate of cell 

discharge, we can conclude that the relation between 

these two variables is a ' power function, i . e ., Rate of 
n 

discharge = a(Vel) • We fitted a line to this data by 

the method of least squares and arrived at a value for 

the exponent of • 369 . This means, of course, that the 

rate of discharge increases at a rate of little more than 

the cube root of the velocity of the moving stimulus 

(For a statistical analysis of t~·se data see Table 3 of 

Appendix ). The relationship between rate of cell discharge 
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and v locity of th moving stimulus pattern, which e 

h v just d scribed, can be ho n to fit in with the results 

of a number of ~tudies of movemen perception , ond the 

will b discussed lat r. 

L t us now con id r the results of ovement in 

the null dir ction. Th ISIH analysi did not show the 

bimod 1 distribution typical of r pons s 'to mov ment in the 

preferred direction, though th re did appear to be a second 

p ak at the on d gre I ec. v locity. Vh n the d ta for 

mov m nt in th null direction are shown as integrated post

timulu hi tograms(Figur s 13 and 14), it can be sen 

that th lop values do not vary syst matically with v loc1ty. 

The log-lo graphs for the same eight cells w have just 

described r sho· n in Figur 15. Th data are quit 

var1abl and ther do not seem to be any ov rall trend. 

e av rag d the e curv s, a we did those based on responses 

to mov m nt in the pr ferr d dir ction, and arriv d at th 

curv hown in Figure 16. Statistical an ly is of th s data 

does not show differenc s b tw n r ponses to movement at 

th variou velocities to b significant (See Table 2 of 

Appendix). It should be noted, howev r, that movement at 

one degr e/s c. doe se m to produce o diff rent discharg~ 

rate. From thi analy is, one may conclud that the rate 

of discharge licit d by the movement of the stimulus in the 

null direction at the higher velocitie is not significantly 

aff ct d by ch 119 s in the v locity of movement. Just what 

th significance of the null response is, we do not know, 

although will speculate about it l ater. 
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As we have mentioned earlier, the duration of the 

response elicited by the moving stimulus pattern increases 

as the velocity of the movement decreases. This result 

immediately suggests the possibility that these cells 

are discharging as long as the stimulus is moving over 

some part of their receptive fields and that consequently, 

as the stimulus moves more slowly there is a longer and 

longer period of activation . If this is the case, then we 

should expect to find that there is a linear relation between 

thtt duration of the response and the time required for the 

stimulus to traverse eight degrees, ~Vhich, it will be remembered, 

was the value used in this experiment. The slope in this case 

would be less than one since. under our conditions eight 

degrees is larger than the cells' receptive fields~ 

The data for the eight cells whieh we have been 

discussing are shown in Tables 4 and 5 of the Appendix .. 

As ean be seen, for both the preferred and null directions 

there is a significant linear relation between the duration 

of the cells' response and the time required to cover the 

eight degree movement path. ""'rhe cva:tue ::of .the · ' ~ r: t"!'le 

slopes of these relations is radically different for 

movement in the two directions, that for the preferred 

being .41 while that for the null direction is .16. From 

these $lope values i ·t can be concluded that the response to 

the preferred direction of movement is, on the average, 

being generated wh~n the stimulus line crosses an area of 

about 3.2 degrees of the visual field. The null response, 
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on the oth r hand, is being elicit d from about 1.2 degrees of 

th field. 

Th lin ar r lation of duration of response to movement 

time m ans, of course, that respon duration will have a re

ciprocal relation to the velocity of the stimulus. It is possible 

that the duration of the response contributes in some way to 

th p rc ption of mov ment velocity, but a we will see later, 

th availabl psychological evidence does not suggest this. 

Ther are som cells which did not show any systematic 

changes in re pon e. In two of the cells studied during this 

xperiment and in 40 %of the cells investigated during the 

exploratory work, we did not find a consistent pattern of changes 

in the rate of di charg as we varied the timulus velocity. 

Stimulus v locity also s emed to have little effect on the 

duration of their re ponses. Thus they seem similar to the 

nsimpl '1 cells hich Hubel and Wiesel (1962) describe. These 

respond to movement only when th stimulus .pattern ·crosses the 

boundary b tween "on" and "off" portions of the receptiv fields, 

differing from "complex" c 11 which discharge as long as the 

movinq patt rn is within th cell's receptive field. 

On the other hand, in our cells wh r discharge rate 

varied with changes in v locity, the duration of the response 

was relat d to eh nges in velocity by a reciprocal function. 

This suggests that th y w re activated by movement across th 

whol of the receptiv field rather than by movement across a 

boundary. It seem likely, therefore, that they were of the 

••complex u type. 
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Boxing the Compass 

The main purpose of this experiment was to 

determine how the responses of the cells change as a function 

of a change in the direction of movement . This seemed 

important to do, as there appears to be no previous 

ystematic investigation: of this probl m. 

The method of stimulation was similar to the pre

vious sfudy, i.e . ' th distance of movement was fixed at 

eight degrees, with th stimulu starting and stopping 

outside th receptive field of the cell . As the independent 

variable, we u ed ight directions of movement, each 

separated by 45 degrees. These included the preferred 

and null directions and were arranged so that the center 

point of the movement path for each~rection was coincident 

tith th "center" of the cell ' s receptive field . (The 

preferred-null axis was determined as in the previous 

xperiment.) Thus, the eight directions of movem nt were 

analogous to the eight major points of the compass . 

The "center" of the receptive field was determined 

as follows: First, the null-preferred axis was ascertained. 

Then, the stimulus lin (at right angles to the axis) was 

presented for 100 msec at various points along this axis . 

Th position which gave the largest response (as determined 

by ear) was tak n as the center of the field . 

The movement cycle was the same as that used in 

tha velocity study, with the line moving across the fi ld, 

stopping for 1~ ec . , moving back over the same path, 
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again stopping for 1~ sec. and th n r p ating the cycle. 

For all th c lls the velocity of th movement wa fixed 

at four degr s/s c •• the distanc moved bing fixed at 

eight degrees. Th stimulus was moved 12 tim in each 

of the eight dir ction , th pr f rred and null directions 

u ually b ing t sted first, the oth r dir ctions b ing tested 

in a random ord r. Sampl s of spontan ous activity were 

taken just before the s ri of eight dir ctions er 

tested. T n cells were investigat d in this w y, ight 

of these being cells which ere tudi d in the velocity 

experim nt. 

Results 

The data from this xp riment are summariz d in 

Table 6, which giv s an annlysis , in t rms of total count, 

of the cells respons s to movement of the timulus line 

in the various dir etions. Th results ar also shown 

in figure 17, a polar graph. Her the average of responses 

to movement in the pr ferred dir ction are plott d along 

th half axi label! d O, and th m an respon s to 

movements in th other dir ctions are plotted along 

th ir appropri.t half-axe • 

Since, by definition, mov ment in the preferr d 

direction eau th cell to fir mo t often, the numb r 

of di charg s indicated on the 0 axis is greater than the 

number ind1cat d on any oth r. Th graph shows that movement 

in th 45 and 315 degree direction also eaus s th c lls 

to respond vigorously. Whnt is somewhat surprisingis that 
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movement in the null direction (plott d on the 180 

degree s mi-axis) also produc a high total count. While 

this value is not significantly different from those 

shown for movement in the 90, 135, 225, and 270 degree 

directions, it do s indicate a tendency, for some cells 

at least. to be very strongly timulated by movement in 

th null direction. It should also be noted that there seem d 

to b some respon e to mov ment in all eight directions. This 

point will be comm nted on later. 

There are some problem about this data which 

we must now consid r. First, for thr cells (the are 

indicated in Table 6 in the App ndix) it appeared that our 

method of determining th direction of movem nt was inaccurate; 

the responses to mov ments in directions which diff red from 

the direction originally d signated (on the basis of listening 

to the respon es) as the preferred direction, giving a slightly 

l arger total count. In k eping with our definition of the 

preferred direction of movement, we called the direction of 

movement which gave the greate t r sponse the preferred 

direction, r labelling th remaining directions of movement 

appropriately as hown in Tabl 6. This reassignment of the 

preferred direction never involved a shift of more than 

45 degrees. 

Now, ther s em to be three pos ibliti s why di crepencies 

between th originally designated preferred dir ction and 

th rea sign d pr ferred direction were found. First, 

th re may have been errors in locating the preferred 

axis by ar. S cond, it may hav been du to short-term 
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spontan ou fl ctuc: tions of xcitability of the e 11. 

Third, it m· y have ben due to some long~term change in 

xcitability of th c 11 during the xp rim nt. 

Th first possibility seams most likely, sine the 

pr ci d t rminat1on of th praf rred dir ction by ar 

vas difrfieult; r ndju tments wer often m:-de rvhil e were 

trying to do thi • 

How v r, e muct consider th oth r possibiliti s, 

inc if thy are correct, they r t is eom problems for all 

of our data in thi exp riment. That 1 • if th r e w re 

chnnges in the ~ xcitnbility of th cell, the preferred 

direction may hav be n as ign d spuriously. 

s far as th econd objection is cone rn d, a 

pllt-half reli blity t st of th data can be m!d • For 

ach cell we divid d the r ponses to the total number of 

stimulu pr santation for each direction into two halv s. 

I then assign d th preferred direction on the basis of 

th highest total count during the .first half of the trials. 

Th sam thing ~t.~as don on the basis of th second half of 

th t:ri ls. It turn d out that for all e lla, th dir etion 

of mov m nt which produc d the gr ate t numberof cell 

di char9 in th first half of the tri t lS al o produc d the 

high t count on th s.cond half. Thu , in thi way, t 

1 a , th r is som reli bility in the pr ferred direction• 

.~ mu t n0\; \1 con ider the ossibility ha t we hav 

m~d a f al determin ~tion of the null-preferr d axi (or 

that the pref rr d axi is a m thodolo ical artifact) 

b cause of chang s in x it bility of the cell hich occurr d 
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during the e perim nt. lhile, have men ioned, 

we tried to present the different dir etions of mov ment 

in a random order, it sav d a great deal of tim if th 

stimulus was resented in the n 11-pr ferred orientation 

first, and this ~as don most f the time. Thus, it might 

b argu d, if there w s any ystem.tic d clin in the cell 1 

xcitability, th l . rger total count observed for movem nt in 

the pref rred direction would be exp ct d and would b 

an artif ct of th method. 

It is unlik ly th~t thi is true, hoNever, First, 

l!k most investigator • w noticed that the spontaneous 

activity o£ the cell (and hence, mo t probably, its 

exc::i tability) showed a slight incx·ease ov r the period of 

th xperiment, if it changed at all . S cond. the r ponses 

to movem nt in th null direction w r smrller than tho e 

to m.ov m nt in th pref rred dir ct1on, a well a being 

1 s than response to movem nt in the 45 d gree nd 315 degree 

c, 	 directions. This uggests that there is some polarity of the 

fi ld. Fin~lly, it should b added that all pr vious 

investigator ho hav studied movement in the r ceptive field 

are agreed that a null-preferr d dir ction doe exist. 

How ver, 1 1 obviou · that these ·tt mpts to over


com these possible obj etion ar not definitive. Th 


experimental design w u d doe not allov u to ay 


conclu iv ly hat th organization of th r c ptlv fi ld 


in terms of th null-pr f .rr d axl is a stahl one; it 


would be n cessary to test the dlffe nt dir ction a number 
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of tim during the tudy to do this (for x mpl , 

would hav been on much s ronger ground had repeated 

the ob rvations on the null·pr ferr d dir ction of mov 

m nt at the nd of our series). varthol s, 1n viev of 

the considerations we have put forward, it s ems unlik ly 

that chang s in xcitability of the e 11 have r ally had 

any great influence. 

If e grant that th result are valid, it is 

cl ar that cells r pond to stimuli oving in mnny dir c· 

tions. As we have mention d b~for, r.spon & to movement 

in th pr f rred dir ction appear to be diff renti ted in 

terms of th total count, and in t rms of th pnttern of 

re pons , but mov m nt in ither dir etion will caus th 

cell to discharge. Our result sugg st that it might be 

preferabl to consider the cell as having a pr ferr d 

ector and a null s ctor, rath r than to imply that it has 

a highly p cific polarization (that i , thut if the 

dir ction of movom nt is shifted ven lightly from the 

pr.ferr d dir ction, th r ill b vary harp d crease in 

the reepons ). 

Such highly polariz d c lls mQy, of course, xi t; 

in our arnpl , ho over, it $ ems a if the preferred·null 

axis i mo t m aningful if con id d in a tati tical ense. 

That is, while movement in the 0 degr o dir ction giv s th 

greatest r spon , for mo t c lls, the response& to movement 

in th 45 d gre and 31~ d gre dir ction al o produce 

lnrg reeponses, r spons s that are greater than those 

cau&ed by movement in directions which are within th 
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90 to 270 degree sector. 

This i!i a is further supported by th fact that, 

when we were tryi.ng to orient the direction .of movement along 

the null-preferr.ed axis so as to carry out the ~xperiment, 

we had considerable difficulty in deciding 1 which 

orientation was the most effective in producing cell dis

charges. so that many small adjustments were necessary. All 

of this suggests, then, that instead of an abrupt transition, 

there is a gradual falling off in the ·number of disehal"g s 

as the direction of movement dev1atoe from the preferred 

direction for most cells. 

The idea of considering the receptive field as 

organized in terms of a. null and preferred $ector, rather 

than in terms of a tpeeifie null•preferred axis, is also 

supported when we analyse the data in other ways. thou9h 

it mu t be remembtred that the small numb&r of trials 

ueed mnkes the data vax-iable. Tht:J 1nt~r-spike interval 

histogram analysis , for instance, shows that the second 

peaJ< (which we noticed, it will be .remt))mbered, in th 

experimGnt on velocity when the stimulus moved in the 

preferred direction, as sh~vrt in Figure a) not only 

appeared during movement in the 0 degree direction, but 

also when the stimulus dirt~ction deviated by 45 degrees 

(movement in the 45 degree and 315 degree directions). Moreover, 

the interval between the peaks ~as Gpproximately the same 

for movement in all three directions. 

Analysis in term& of the 1ntegrat$d post•stimulu$ 

http:null-preferr.ed
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histograms also bears out this line of argument . since 

the rate of response to movement in these three directions 

was very similar. ThG records for a typical cell are shown in 

figure 18, where the response slopes for m<:>vements in tho 

direction of the preferred settor {movement in the 0 , 

45, and 315 degree direction) appear to be v$ry alike . 

It should also b& noted that movement in the null 

sector (!35, laO, and 225 degree.& ) produces responses 

which l r ek the second peak when ISIH analyses are made ., and 

that the d1scnarg€t r ates are lower (figure 18}. The tot F~ l 

count is, of course., low~r. It is also of some interest that 

the responses to movem$nt .in the 90 and 270 degree directions 

are mo:re similar to responses to movement in null sector 

directions than to responses to movements in prefer1·od 

sector directions" 

In the casa of cells such as the one shown in 


Figu.rtl 18, wher the rate of ae.ll discharge to movement in 


{the pref~rred sGctor (0, 45, .:md 315 degrees) are similar 

to e<:t eh other, tho differences in tota l count between 

rosponses to movement in the different directions appears to 

be due mainly to differences in the duration of the responses. 

This might be expected because. :~s Hubal <l nd tliesel (1962) have 

shown, the :receptive field' of cells in the eat's striate 

cortex are not circular. and thus chang~s in the direction 

of movement would be expected to cause the stimulus to 

pilss over different amounts of the field .. 
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Apparent-:-Mov.ement 

In this part of the study we were interested in finding 

out whether the responses of cells to stimuli calculated to 

cause the illusion of movement r sembled those licited by a 

stimulus whi.ch was actually moving.. If this were not the case, 

we wanted to know whether there was any systematic change in 

the bahavior of the cell when stimulus parameters which are 

known to hav powerful effects on the perception of apparent

movement were systematically varied. 

Pr@lAm~nan ftxperLmtnts: We decided at first that-. . 
the most sensible thing to do would be to inve.stigate the 

widely held idea (.!.:....9. Osgood. 1953) that apparent-movement 

involves the spread of excitation across the cortex. It 

s emed to us that the obvious thing to do would be to straddle 

the receptive fi ld with two stimulus lines (oriented at right 

angles to the cell's null-preferred axis) situated just outside 

it so that neither line presented by itself would cause the 

cell to respond. 'Ve argued that, if the lines were presented 

alternately over a period of time, we might expect some change 

in the behavior of the cell when the interstimulus intervals 

were such that the observer saw apparent-movement (a single 

line moving back and forth across the screen). Our most 

optimistic ex.pectation, of c,ourse, was that the cell would 

give a response which would be similar to that produced by 

actually moving the line acros,s the screen . However, even if 

no dramatic effects of this sort were obtained, we hoped that 

we mi.ght at least be able to show that the behavior of the 

• 
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cell under these circumstanc s would differ from it spontaneous 

activity; that is, under stimulus conditions favorable to , 

apparent-movem nt the cell would discharg faster or slower 

than it normally did, or would show some change in its pattern 

of firing. 

The two stimulus lines, each of which, it will be 

remembered (p.46) subtended 6 d grees in length, were presented 

alternately for 100 msec., the interval b tween them (which will 

be called th int rstimulus interval ) varying from 50 to 600 

msecs . in ~0 msec. stip~ . As the size of the receptive field 

varied for different cells, and as the stimulus lines were 

situated just outside the field, the separation between the 

lin s differed for ea ch cell, varying from 5 to 9 degrees . 

The lines continued to be alternated until each had been pre

sented 50 times. Then, a stimulus line was moved across the 

screen to find out how the cell responded to real movement . The 

extent of the excursions of this lin were the sam as the 

distance between the stimulus lines us d for apparent-movement 

(the details of the procedure are given on pp. 41-44 ). Figure 

6 is a photograph of th screen during the presentation of 

real and apparent. mov m nt stimuli, th photograph being made 

through a slit on moving film . Re cords of spontaneous activity 

were taken from one minut periods before and after each x

periment . 

Fourteen cells were investigat d in thi way , and we 

were unable to detect any chang s in the cells' behavior when 
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apparent-mov ment stimuli were presented . No definite respons s 

were observed, and analyses in terms of total tount and inter

pike intervals gave no indication that the behavior of the 

cells differed in any significant way from their spontaneous 

activity . All of the cells, however, responded to real move

ment . 

As this technique did not seem to be effective (the 

eells did not respond to stimuli situated outside the receptive 

field), we decided to try straddling the center of the field 

with stimulus lines which actually fell within the boundaries 

of the field . We used pairs of lines which ~ere separated by 

two, four and six degrees . Each line was again presented for 

100 msecs . , and th interval between the end of the exposure 

of one lin and the onset of the other line (the inter-stimulus 

interval) varied from 50 to 500 msecs . in 50 msec . steps . 

Control data were obtained by exposing each of the 

stimulus lines alone at the rate at which it occurred when 

both lines were used (this was done simply by preventing the 

other line from falling on the screen) . 

The procedure followed for each cell was to test it 

under apparent-movement conditions with the lines separated 

at some particular distance for the 50 msec . interstimulus 

interval . The control data for the response of the cell to 

one of the stimulus lin~was then obtained by blanking the other, 

so that it did not fall on the screen . The responses to the 

other line were determined in the same way . Then, the same 

procedure was followed with the interstimulus interval of 100 
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msecs . , and so on until the interstimulus interval of 500 msecs. 

had been completed. After this, lines were separated by 4 

degrees, and the whole process was repeated. Similarly , the 

effects of the 6 degree separation of the stimulus lines 

were investigated. 

Responses to real movement were also ascertained by 

moving a stimulus line back and forth across the field of 

the cell, the extent of the excursion being determined by the 

separation of the stimulus lines in the apparent-movement 

situation. The speed of the movement was determined by the 

various interstimulus intervals, as shown in Figure 6 . 

The results from this part of the study were again 

essentially negative. The response to rea l movement was 

radically different from that produced by any of the apparent

movement stimulus situations . Moreover , analysis of the 

data in terms of total count, interspike intervals and inte

grated post-stimulus histograms also failed to show any changes 

whi ch could be related to apparent-movement . In some cells , 

a certain suppression of activity was noticed a t the shorter 

interstimulus intervals, when the stimulus line v~as separated 

at 2-4 degrees. However, as will be seen in the next experiment, 

this suppression seems unrelated to the illusion . 

On the whole , this technique proved most unsatisfa ctory. 

For instance, when the distance between the lines was changed , 

the area of the receptive field on which each stimulus line 

fell was also changed and this, of course, altered the chara c

teristics of the evoked response. Thus, it was difficult to 
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find out how the interstimulus intervals and the angular 

separation of the lines interacted . Moreover, at the shorter 

interstimulus intervals , it was hard to sort out the on and 

off responses produced by the two stimulus lines . In the 

absence of any clear cut effects, therefore, it seemed 

desirable to use a stimulus situation from which we might 

expect less confusing data . 

The main experiment : We therefore decided that we 

would expose one of the stimulus lines always on the center 

of the receptive field and vary the position of the other one . 

In this way we would have a response which would be expected 

to be consistent over the various experimental conditions . 

Any change of the response to the central line through activity 

produced by the second line would be easily detected (some 

alteration of the response as the frequency changed would, 

of course, also be expected; but such alterations could easily 

be controlled for by presenting a single stimulus line at 

the various frequencies) . 

There are some difficulties with this procedure . 

When stimulus line A (the one in the middle of the field) precedes 

stimulus line B (the adjustable one, which appears either in 

the periphery or outside the field) one would not expect the 

response of the cell to be affected by the activity produced 

by B. However, if B precedes A, and spread of excitation across 

the cortex is involved , some modification of the response 

might occur . Accordingly, it seemed reasonable to present the 

lines alternately as before, so that the sequence would be 

• 
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A-B-A-B-A and so on . 

The two stimulus lines, identical with those used in 

the preliminary experiments, were again oriented at right 

angles to the cell ' s null-preferred axis, which wa s determined 

in the usua l way . In the apparent-movement situation, the 

center of the receptive field (where stimulus line was 

pr sented) was determined in the same way as it was in the 

"boxing the compass" study . Stimulus line B, whose position 

was vari able, was presented at distances of two, four and six 

d grees from the center of the field . The lines wer again 

on for 100 msecs . and th time between the end of one stimulus 

and th beginning of the next (the interstimulus interval ) 

vari d from 50 to 500 ms cs . in 50 msec . steps . Th se lines 

were alternated until they had each been presented 25 times . 

Thus, at certain interstimulus intervals; depending on how 

far apart the stimulus lines were, the observer would see a 

single line moving back and forth across the screen . 

As a control, presentations of one stimulus line only 

were made in all of the positions (the center of the field, 

and two, four and six degrees from it) . The individual line 

was pr sented at the rate at which it occurred when it was one 

of a pair which was being alternat d ; that is, the other line 

was simply blanked out . In addition , the cells ' responses to 

real movement was also investigated . 

The procedure for testing each cell was as follows : 

Aft r the null-preferred axis and th center of the field had 

been determined, the two stimulus lines were arranged so that 
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one fell on the center of the field ,. the other two degrees 

away . The two stimulus lines were then alternated at 50 msec . 

intervals until they had b en presented 2~ times each . Th n, 

re~ords were made of the responses to the line in the middle 

of the field alone . This was done simply by repeating the 

same procedure, but preventing stimulus line B from falling 

on the screen . The response to line B was ascertain d in the 

am way, except that thi time stimulus line A was blocked 

inst ad ,. Then, th whol pror;edure was rep ated using an 

interstimulus interval of 100 msecs ., and so on~ until the 

test using the 500 msec ~ interstimulus interval was compl ted . 

The same proc dur was then repeated with line B 

situated four degrees away from th center of the field . 

In t his case , ho~ever , responses to real movement were investi

gated after the routine described above for each interstimulus 

interVal had been completed . This was done by allowing 

the stimulus line to remain on the s creen while the prism of 

the optical system was rotating (see pages 43-46 for details ). 

In effect, the stimulus parameters of the apparent-movement 

situation were duplicated , except that the line actually moved 

acros th s creen . A comparison of the real and appar nt

movement stimulus situation is shown in Figure 6 . 

Finally, the procedure was repeated with the stimul us 

lin s separated by 6 degrees, xcept that th re pon es to 

real mov ment were not investigated . During these studies , 

records of the spontaneous activity of the cell were made 

at the beginning and end of the exp riment, and each time the 
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separation of the stimulus lines was altered. A two to three 

minute stimulus-free period was allowed each time the stimulus 

conditions were changed . 

The results of this experiment were similar to those 

obtained in the preliminary ones . Although the cell ' responses 

were analysed in terms of total count, interspike-interval ' 

histograms and integrated post stimulus histograms, no effects 

were obtained which could be unequivocally related to apparent

movement . However, as in the previous study, some suppression 

of activity was observed in certain cells. The behavior of 

such a cell under the various experimental conditions is shown 

in Figures 19 through 25 . These are IPSH analyses of the 

data . The respons s for the various interstimulus intervals 

are plotted from top to bottom of each figure, and the period 

when the stimulu lines are on is marked by und rlining . When 

· two lines are used, the one falling on the center of the field 

is indicated by the stimulus marker c losest to the ordinate 

of the figure . Each graph shows the average discharge rate 

for 25 presentations of the stimulus pattern and is "circular"; 

that is, the beginning of each graph is continuous with the 

end . Thus, the time interval between stimulus lines B and A 

is indicated by the distance between the beginning of the 

stimulus marker for A and the ordinate . 

In Figure 19 it seems that at the 50 msec . interstimulus 

interval the cell responds with a short l atency "on" and a 

long l atency "off" discharge to the line in the center of 

the field . The on response disappears at the 100 and 150 msec • 

• 
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intervals, appearing again at 200 msecs . The response to 

stimulu line B apparently is suppressed until the 250 msec . 

interstimulus interval, wh re an on response appears , but 

no off response (which would be seen near the ordinate) . 

That this suppression of the response is due to the 

interaction between the two stimulus lines is shown by Figures 

20 and 21, which illustrate the responses to a single line 

presented in the middle of the field (Figure 20) and the 

stimulus line presented 2 degrees from the center (Figure 21) . 

Note that th~ responses to the individual stimulus lines are 

greater than they are in Figure 19 and that the line in the 

center invariably produces both an on and off response, while 

the peripheral line only produces an on response . 

When the stimulus lines are 4 degrees apart (Figure 22), 

the stimulus line B seems to have no effect on stimulus line 

A. This becomes obvious when we notice that even at the longest 

interstimulus intervals there is no response to the peripheral 

stimulus line . Moreover, examination of the graphs in Figure 20, 

where the stimulus in the center of the field alone is presented, 

reveals that they are very similar to those in Figure 22 . The 

same thing seems to hold when the stimulus lines are separated 

by six deg~ees, as shown in Figure 23; again there seems to be 

no interaction between the stimulus lines . 

The response to real movement, over 4 degrees, is 

shown in Figure 24 . There is little similarity between the 

real and apparent-movement records, though the responses bear 
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some r·semblanc to each other at th 50 nd 100 ms c. int r 

tlmulus time • The most triking differ nee of th real 

mov m nt records is the gr~at duration of the re pon • It 

hould al o be note that this cell ~howed no r sponse to 

mov m nt in the null dir etion. 

~h t can w conclude from this xperiment? It s ems 

that th r is an obviou diff r ne betwe n th re ponses 

produc .d by th r-al ~nd appar nt-movem nt ituations, and 

th r i littl& vid nc for any spr ad of xcitation across 

th cortex during app r nt~movement. It 1 cone ivabl , of 

cour • that the suppression of respon e observed at th short 

interstimulus intervals when th two stimulus lin s are 

parated by two degr m~y b r lated to th illu ion, sine 

at .hi eparation th illusion occurs most promin ntly at the 

50-100m ec. interstimulu . tim s. How vcr, ther is no shift 
... 

in th uppr s ion to long r interstimulus interVals h n the 

stimulus separation is 1ntr ased to four d grees, a on would 

xp ct. Of cour e. it 1 po sibl that this doe not occur 

becaus at thi paration th riph ral timulu line produc s 

no r pons • Thu , it probably would hav b en is r of us 

to hav cho en stimulu separation v lu s of on , two and thre 

degre s. 1n t ad o Lh ones did sel ct. 

ln ummary th n, these xperiments show that the 
5-/-tffll.tk 

re pons s to r al and app r nt-mov ment~differ and that th r 

1 no vid ne of spr ad of excitation during the apparent..mov mont 

condition • The only changes in the c 11 which might b related 
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to apparent-movement is a suppression of response. It is 

difficult to see how this is related to the illu&ion., 
since the perception of movement when none exists would seem 

to imply an increase rather than a decrease in activity. 

If this is the case, one obvious explanfi tion for the fact 

that we were unable to find any other aspects of the cells' 

behavior v1hich could be related to the illusion would be 

that the neural correlates of the illusion cannot be 

detected at the laval of the striate cortex. This, however, 

seetns implausible. It appears more likely that our particular 

experimental approach . while a seemingly pltusible one, 

was thoroughly inappropriate. 
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Additional Observations 

In this section we will r port various miscellaneou 

observations made during the experiment . A number of these 

merely confirm other workers ' reports . Thus, like Hubel and 

Wiesel (1962), Jung (1961 ) and others we found that the cells 

did not respond strongly to diffuse flash s of light, and 

that appropri ate orientation of the stimulus line gave the 

trongest response . 

' Je also noti ced that the orientation of the null 

preferred axis appears to be randomly distributed . That is , 

like Hubal and ~iesel, we did not find that one particular 

direction of movement was the preferred dir ction for more 

cells than any other direction of movement. This is shown in 

Table 7 in the Appendix . As the table indicates, however , 

there is curiously enough some suggestion that there may be 

a preponderance of cells with their preferred null-axes 

oriented obliquely ; that is, at 45, 135 , 225 and 315 degrees . 

As other investigators have reported, we found that cells whi Gh 

lay c losely together in the cortex had similar orientations 

of their null-preferred axes . 

On two cells in this experiment we were able to study 

the effects of anaesthetics on both the response to movement 

and the spontaneous activity. The anaesthetic used was thiopental 

sodium. ~e administered, in both cases 1 an amount of this drug 

which was sufficient to completely anaesthetize the animal , 

as judged from the amount administered at the start of the 
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exp rim ntal se sion. Th mo t dramatic ffect wa th mark d 

deer ase in th pontan ou rat of c 11 discharge, th am 

ffect that Hub 1 and Vi sel r port d (19~9). Under what we 

judg. d to b complete ana sth sia, the cells, which befor th 

administration of the drug had b en very active, stopped dis

charging altog ther for the fir t 2-3 minute& follo ing th 

injection. Then, s the effects of the drug began to ear off, 

the rate of pontaneous activity began to slowly incr ase, and 

by the nd of three quarters of an hour the rate hnd again 

achieved the pr -anaesthetic lev 1. During r covary from th 

drug, a moving lin at first did not licit any r pons • A 

the effects of th drug dissipated, the lin would vok a $&ries 

of discl,arges on the first few cycles of movem nt, fter 

hich th cell c ased responding. If th stimulus was removed 

from the sere n for 1·2 minutes and then presented again~ th r e 

was once mor a serie of d1 charges which again ceas d aft r 

a f w cycl s. This is v ry 1milar to th habituatio~ ff cts 

r ported by variou author (~, Vinogradova and Lindsley, 

Brooks tal., 1961, Hub land ~i sel, 1962) and m k s one 

wonder whether some of th se ff cts r not du tq ' th phy io
1 

I
logical stat of th organism, rath r than to habituation 

nalys s of the r sponses hich could be evoked during 

the earli r p rt of the .recov ry p riod indieat d that they 

varied in d tail from tho e voked prior to th administration 

of th drug; when eompar d to th pre- anae th tic re pons • the 

respons evoked during r covery s of simpler pattern and of 

shorter duration. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SPECULATIONS 

Let us now ummarize the mo t important results 

pres nted so far. In the study of th effects of velocity, 

we found that ~hen th roovem nt of the ti ulu was in the cell' 

preferr d dir ction, th rat of di charge a rel ted to th 

v locity of th stimulu by power function. This as not 

o wh n the stimulus was mov d in th null dir ction, where 

the rate of di charge wa constant for velocities of 4 to 40 

d gr es per second. However, h n the stimulus mov d at l 

d gree a cond, the di charg rat a lo r. 

The s cond tudy demon trat d the statistieal nt ture 

of the preferr d~null axi of th c 11 ' fi lds, and the 

suggestion was mad that it ould be more appropriate to talk 

about a pr ferred sector than a preferr d axis. It ~as found 

that most c 11 responded to ovement in th null direction, 

som of t.h m mor strongly than thy did to ov nt in any 

dir ction oth r than th pref rred one. 

The r ult of the study on ~pparent- mov ment w r not 

conclusive. but se m d to suggest that c ll r pond quite 

diff rently to stimuli for appar n - ov m nt than th y do 

to a timulu hich is r ally moving. 11 of our vidence 
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ugge t th t <ppar nt-movem nt do s not dep nd on spread 

of xcitatlon aero s the cort x, ~ so many th orist hav 

a sum~d. In fact, though could not e t ablish unequivocally 

any b havior of the cell hich could r lat to th illu ion, 

our data suggest that the only b havior of th cell hieh 

might cone iva ly have om thing to do vith th illu 1on wa 

a c rtain suppr ssion of ctivity. 

It now e m nppropriat to mak compari on betwe n 

our r ult and th av ilable psychological data. !hi of 

cour e, involve making a great many as umptions. So.e of 

th se are ath r obviou , uch a th fact that we ar trying 

to r•lat th behavior of ingle cell in th visual ystem 

of the paralyz d eat to data from p rceptunl xp riments with 

human subj cts. Moreover, w ar drawing on a bia ed sample 

of cell , p ci ally sine we hav cho n to discu only 

tho e cells which do ho a change, ith chang~& in th 

stimulus param tar • 

le also hav ome d1ff1culty b caus e w r unable 

to us th ame e lls for all thr xp&r1m nt , nd h nee 

eannot fr ely ascrib cell char cteri tic deriv d from the 

r sult of on x ri nt to tb cells u ed in anoth r. Ho~ever, 

we have don this to som extent. since in om instance 1t 

seem 'd to clarify th dat. 

For th remoind r of the th 1 w will be making 

th s and oth r as umption about the data and th n rvou 

syst m in g n ral. It is perhap best to make clear at this 

point th t w con ider our conclusion to be little more th n 
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guesses which m?y indicate some possib e apr>rooches to the 

problem of the physiology of movement perception. 

Th . study of velocity demonstrated th1t for some cells 

in the stri~te cortex the r ate of cell discharge during the 

respons to movement in the prcf~rrqd direction was relatod 

to the velocity of the moving stimulus by a power function. 

For some tim~ no\•J . Stevens ( 1961) and other investigators 

have shown that the magnitude of some sensations is related 

to tha intc-lnsity of the corresponding stimulus by this same 

type of function. Sensations v1hich follow this pattern are 

9rouped to9ether undor tha heading of "protheti.c 11 sensations 

(Stevens, 1961), i.e., sensations v:hlch .1re involved with 

"how much"' r ather th~n ,.,..•hat kind" or ''whe:r·~ ". The sensation 

of velocity belongs to this group , ;md as Ekman and Dahlback 

(1956) h(\ve shown, the mngni.tude of thi$ sensation is a power 

function of the magnitude of the stimulus velocity. The 

exponent which they report for the fun~tion is 1.76, while 

the ~ xponent which ,•.m hove found f<"r the rab; of diacha..rge 

function is .37. While the exponents are dJ.fforent. one may 

still assume thJt the rate of cell discharge is related to 

the sens3tion of velocity because they both are elicited by 

the same basic stimulus and because th •?! y are related to this 

stim;.llus by the same mathem.1tical functiort. 

The fact that we should find < power relation between 

velocity :lnd rate of disch~~rge is interestin9 when we consider 

bov1 sensory systems transmit their information. It is well 

known that the relation between stimulus intensity and rate 
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of cell discharg at the periphery of the sensory systems is 

a logarithmic one . (See Granit 's review, 1955, Hartline, 1938, 

Rushton, 1961). This type of transformation fits well with 

the sensory scales derived from the Fechner law, but does not 

fit the data which has since been collected by Stevens (1961) 

and his associates . Because of this, various theories have 

been put forward to explain how the logarithmic relation at 

the periphery is converted into the power function of sensation 

(Cherry, 1961, Rushton, 1961) . Ve have not shed any light 

on how this is done, but our data do · s suggest that, at least 

for velocity, such a relation does exist by the time the 

incoming signals have reached the cortex . Recently Mountcastle 

et al . , (1963) have found this same type of relation b tween 

the degree of joint flexion and the rate of cell discharge in 

the thalamus. As these authors point out, results such as 

these may mean that subsequ nt neural transformations of the 

incoming sensory information may be carried out along linear 

coordinates, so far as the value of intensity is concerned . 

The transformation by which stimulus velocity becomes 

expressed as the rate of cell discharge may occur at th retina . 

Enroth-Cugell and Jones {1963) have shown that retinal ganglion 

cells in the cat respond to both a gradual increase and a 

gradual decrease in intensity with sustained firing . The move

ment of a stimulus pattern across the retina can be thought of 

in terms of a gradual change in illumination since, as Fry 

(1955) has shown, the image projected on the retina is not a 

sharp one . It is, instead, blurred, since there is a gradient 
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of light intensity at the edges and not sharp transition of 

intensity. Because of this blurring, the intensity on any 

one r~tinal cell 111 incr s or deer as at a r t which 

is d p ndent on th v locity of th moving image. It is 

possible that thi type of chang in illumination giv s rise 

to di charges in retinal c lls, which ar r lat d to th 

velocity of the movement by pow r functions. Whether or not 

this 1 r ally th ease will, of cour e, have to owait furth r 

inv tigation. 

Assuming th t the rospons of th e c ll are important 

for the en ation of v locity, can us our data to pr diet 

th mov m nt threshold. In oth r wor , whil our data do 

not predict the xpon nt of th ensation curv for velocity, 

th y m y pr diet the starting point of the curve, the lower 

threshold for movement det etion. ' ie n ad, of cours , to mak 

th assumption that th spontaneou activity of a cell can be 

treat d .as phy iological '*no1 n (Barlow, 1956), and that the 

respons of thee 11 must differ from this to sign; l &ensory 

vents. Me determin d the aver ge spontaneous rate of discharge 

for th eight c 11 pr sentfld in the velocity study, put this 

into the quntion forth . rate of discha:tge as a function of 

timulus velocity, nd th n solved for the v loc!ty at which 

the rate of di eharg , elicited by th · timulu , was th same 

s th spontan ous rat • (S · App ndix, Tabl 3). Ve found 

this value to be 5'32" of are/ e. This valu is in the region 

of th lower threshold for man. hieh is gen rally reported as 
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being between 1-17 ' of arc/sec . (~, Brown, l93lb, Brown 

et . al . , 1961, Brown and Conklin, 1954, Carpenter et al . , 

1958, Dimmick et al . , 1930), although it is somewhat below the 

14'/sec . reported for the cat (Kennedy and Smith, 1935) . Since 

there is some variability in the human reports, and considerabl e 

between subject vari ation in the Smith study, it is probabl y 

safe to conclude that our prediction is somewhere in the 

region of the lower threshold for man and for the cat . 

The difference threshold for the detection of velocity 

differences increases as a function of velocity, at least above 

1 degree/sec. (Graham et al . , 1948, Brown, 1961, Brandalise 

and Gottsdanke, 1954, Notterman and Page, 1957) . If we assume 

that the rate of cell discharge for the eight cells we have 

been discussing signals the absolute perceived velocity of the 

moving stimulus, i . e . , that it signals how fast the object is 

moving, and not how much greater its velocity is than no move

ment at all, we can predict what changes in the difference 

threshold one could expect as velocity changes . If we assume 

that velocity discrimination depends on a constant difference 

in discharge rate of the cells (which is independent of the 

mean discharge rate), the velocity rate function we have 

derived from our experiments predicts that the difference in 

velocity necessary to produce a just noticeable difference in 

velocity between two moving stimuli increases as their velocity 

increases . This is shown in Figure :2~ . We do not, of course, 

know what difference in rate is actual l y needed in order to 

perceive two different velocities, but this value is not necessary 
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for the argument. ~e should point out, howev r, that a great 

number of functions will give this same result. 

There arc sev~r 1 other observations which are of 

some int r et. The first has to do wi th th blur threshold 

(the velocity at which the contours of a moving object become 

indi tinct). Smith and Gulick (1957) found th - t this is 

approximat ly 13 degr es/s c. It is relevAnt to not that 

in the ISlH' which w pres nt d earli r (Figur 8) the second 

peak, which shift with changes in velocity, is only apparent 

at velocities below 20 degrees/sec. This was true for all 

cells ~hich showed thi peak, whether in the xploratory 

exp riments or in the v locity study. It is possible that 

this peak in som ~ay reflects a proc ss which is involved 

with the clarity of the perceived obj ct. In some of the 

cells which showed thes peaks, it Nas obvious from looking 

at the oscilloscope, that during the r sponse to movement the 

discharges occurred in clusters of l-4 high frequency spikes. 

Thes cluster became more closely spaced in time as th v locity 

of the moving stimulus increased. This suggests that somewher 

near the blur threshold the clusters begin to occur so closely 

tog ther that they appear as one undiff r ntiated discharge, 

and it may well be that blurring oceurs when thi happens . A 

joint interval histogram analy is neads , to be done on our 

data in order to verify the above ob ervations, but at the 

pres nt the computers required to make this analysis are not 

availabl to us (Se Rodieck tal., 1962. Poggio and Viernstein, 

1964) .. 
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Uo to thi point we have said v ry littl about 

re pon es to mov m nt in th null direction.. From th data 

that w re pr nted in the v locity tudy, it would appear 

that cell did not show chang in rat of discharge at 

v locities ov r 1 d gr I ec. hen the ovement was in thi 

dir ction. The dur tion of the re pon e does tend to incr a 

s the rat of mov ment dec a s in ome of th cell • but 

th r t of di charg ppe r to r m~in rath r con tant. 

However, t timulu velociti of l d gr e/ ec. th cell 

tonds to fir more lowly. Moreov r, at this stimulus v locity 

a econd p ak appear d in the int r pike int rval histograms, 

an ffect hich, it will b r c 11 d, was characteristic of 

the respon to movem nt in th pref rred dir ction. 

Th se r ult uggest that, for some cells at least, 

a stimulu patt rn moving at less than som cruci al v locity 

will elicit imilar re pon s wh ther it mov in th null 

or in th preferr d direction. If cells ignal the dir ction 

of mov ment by giving specific re pons s to movements in 

p~rticular dir ction , then conditions which caus the r spon es 

to b l s sp cific should mak the perceptu 1 discrimination 

of the dir ction of ov m nt difficult. It is r 1 vant to note 

h re that Crook (1937) h s d monstrated that it is hard to 

d toct th d1r ct1on of movem nt at low v lociti s. It 1 also 

of int r t that Notterman and Pag (1957) found that the 

discrimination thre hold appears to incr as b low thr e degr s/ 

sec. It 1 cone ivable that the e ff cts could also be related 

to th changes in th disch rge patt rns of null respon s at 

low v lociti • 
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The difference between the for of the response to a 

stimulus moving in the preferred direction and one moving 

in the null direction can be illustrated by a photograph of 

the type u ed by .iall (1961), s shown in Figure 26 The 

top half of this record shows the respons s of a ,c 11 to a 

lin moving in the null direction, while the bottom half shows 

its responses to mov ment in the preferred dir ction. The 

responses t ·o null movement ho ~ the spikes arranged in two 
-

groups, as Hube 1 and aeso1 hav reported (1962) • Th e 

authors also show th t the t ·ime interval betwe n th sa groups 

.increases as velocity decrease , and we have also. notic d this 

sam eff ct. 

Th re ar some other ob ervations ~hich are r 1 vant 

to D discussion of th null r ponse. Som of these are 

relat d to the data which we coll ct d, while others r late 

to the work of oth r inve tigator • In the velocity tudy, 

a number of c .lls ho.~Yed suppression of activity just before 

and just after th move~ent response. This suppression must 

be due to movement of the stimulus pattern, sine it changed 

latency s timulus velocity changed. This suggests that there 

is some type of lateral inhibition operating. 'hether this occurs 

in the r tina, l ateral geniculate, or cortex, is not clear. 

At any rate, this suppression is pres nt in some cells, and 

it is possibl that it acts in such a way as to make the cell 's 

response more discr te, or that it keP.ps the activity of 

succ ssively activated cells from mixing _ 
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Pig. 26 Wall tYJ)8 pho1:0graph ot activity ellci.ted by 
real .-vement 1n cell D 7•2 • Top hal.t ta tor movement 
1n cell'• null cU.rectJ.onJ bottom tor movement in 
preferred direct.t.on. '1'1me marttera at top and bOttom 
1nd1cate 1 ~ o 1ntel'V&l.a. 

http:direct.t.on
http:cU.rectJ.on
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Anoth r finding suggests th t the difference between 

the r sponses to movement in the pref rred and null directions 

may occur becaus cells are more inhibited during null movement. 

In some cases there were marked eff cts ~h n the stimulus patt rn 

was started and top d at points inside the cell's receptive 

field. .ihen movement began, the cell gave a rapid burst of 

spikes. This wa s especially noticeable vhen movem nt was in 

the cell's null direction . Levick et al . have shown a similar 

effect in the rabbit's retina. They beli ve this means that 

th c 11 is actively inhibited during the null movement, and 

that this inhibition disappears when the movement is stopped 

or, in other words, when the pattern is stationary. vlhen 

the movement is started there is a time lag in the development 

of th inhibition and the cell is free to discharge for that 

period. 

It is pos ible that ther are as mAny excitatory 

influences on th cell during movements in the null direction 

as there ar during movements in its preferred one. The 

differ nces in activity produced by these opposing movements 

may b due to inhibitory influences on the cell occurring 

when other cells (whose proc ss s converge on the one being 

r corded from) arc activated by movements in the recorded c ll's 

null direction. The null response would thus represent the 

integration of excitatory and inhibitory influ nces. 

It is not unrea onabl to suppose that the rate of 

movement affects thi balance of excitation and inhibition. 

As we know, it is a general property of sensory sy tems that 
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th rise-time of th stimulus is important; a stimulus whos 

intensity rises rapidly to its maximum stimulates more 

strongly than does a stimulus of qual intensity which b&$ a 

slow rise-time. Now, we hav already pointed out that a 

rapidly moving stimulu& will produce at the rqtina a more 

rapid transition from one 1 vel of stimulu intensity to 

another than will a stimulus which is sl~~ moving. Further, 

we know that all th availabl evidence (.fl:_!l. Kuffl~r. 1953) 

sugg&sts that inhibitory influences in the eat's visual system 

bec;<>me more prominent as the intfinsity of stimulation is 

increa ed. Thus, a rapidly moving stimulus, having a $tronger 

stimulating effect, will al o produce more inhibitory influence 

than a slO\'lfly moving one.. This m})y b& why v ry slow (l degree/ 

sec.) mov mont in th null direction, which would caus little 

inhibition, produces rtlsponses which differ very little from 

those caused by mov ment in the prefer:red dir ction. 

Th results from the study on apparent~movement 

surpri&ed us considerably~ They gave no support to two ideas 

which hav been impli d,implicitly or explicitly, by mot 

theorists dealing with the physiological basis of apparent 

movement; the idea of spread of e~citation, and th$ notion 

that the n ural mechanisms of real and apparent mov ment ar 

similar. 

Most writ rs dealing ith the phi phenomenon, from . 

Werthei.me:r on, have assumed that. the perception of apparent 

movement must involve the spread of excitation acros the 
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visual cortex. Thus, 1f two stimulus lines are alternately 

exposed at points A and B on the acrecn so that the subject 

sees a single line moving back ...nd forth between the two 

points, the assumption has been that there is a con&tant shift 

of some excitatory proc~uu; between the corresponding cortical 

regions. This vievt still-persists (!.:..9.t.. Osgood, 1953, Teuber. 

1960). 

Our results do not encourage subh an idea; the only 

behavior of the cells we observed which could conceivably be 

relest.ed to the illusion was a suppression of the response. 

There ~1as no evidence for any xcitatory process related to 

apparent-movement. 

The idea that real and apparent movement are neurologi.. 

cally similar also gets no support. In fact, the difference 

betwe'ln the responses produced by a moving line and our 

apparent-mov ment stimuli was very great. 

Of course, it well may be that our results are invalid; 

our experimental technique may have been quite inappropriate 

for investigating the phenomenon. On the one hand, the stimulus 

conditions may not have been the ·.right ones to show the eff(tct. 

On the other, it may be that the pottulated excitatory process 

is not detectable when one records from single c~lls, though 

this, it seems to us, is somewhat unlikely. The other major 

possibility of course, is that whatever process is involved is 

not easily detected at the level of the visual cortex. 

Ther are mcny reasons for believing that the striate 

http:relest.ed
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cortex is not the only structure involved in the perception 

of apparent movement. K. U. Smith, for exam le (1940, 1941) 

h~s shown that destruction of the striate cortex does not 

abolish the illusion in cats or guinea-9igs (in fact, in 

these animals almost complete decortication leaves some 

nystagmic resoonse to stroboscopic stimuli}, so that the 

perc,ption of the illusion can unquestion bly be mediated by 

subcortical structures. However. he found th~t str1Pte dam~ge 

does affect th r sponse. In human , too, Teuber and his 

associ ~tes (e.g. Teuber and Bender, 1949) have r peatedly 

shown that occipital wounds prim rily involving damage to 

the striate cortex can c.ffect the illusion. Thus the striate 

area must play some role. 

The psychological literature leads one to believe that 

the n~ural mechanisms of real and apparent movement are different .. 

As Kolers (1964} h a ~ oointed out, pparent·movement diff rs from 

real movement in several respects. First, cpparent~movement 

occurs at limited velocities; that is velocities calculated 

to be in the r gion of 15 to 25 degrees a second, as opposed to 

the ran9e from hnlf a dc9ree to over a hundred degr as per second 

reported for real movement. Second, an object that is nctu-lly 

moving must move more slowly th~n the calculated velocity of 

an ap arently moving object for the subject to ror.or+ the two 

objects to be moving at the same velocity. There is also a 

differ nee in the tio types of movement in that objects which 

are actu~lly moving appear to be bltrred when velocity increases, 

while blurring is not common in apparent-movement. Third. 

when the subject is xposed to stimuli ~hich produce ap~arent 
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ov m nt, the illusion comes and go ; at ome tim s h sees 

a lin moving b ck and forth, whil occasionally he m r ly 

perc iv s th t~>~o timulu lin b 1ng turn d on nd off. 

This do s not happen wh n h is vi ing an obj ct that 1 

actually moving. Finally, ~PP r nt-movem nt s em to b 

more d pendent on factors such as xpectancy and s t; instruction 

to the subj ct can influ nee hi perc ption of apparent

mov m nt more th n th y can hie p rc ption of a stimulu that 

1 actually moving. 

This l a t f et seem to sugg t that compared with 

r al mov ment, apparent-mov ment dep nds ore on st ge of th 

visual system ~hich ar nhigher 11 than the stri ate cortex, that 

is, area to which the striate cortex proj cts, and which ar 

presumably mor influ need by th c ntral neural activity which 

mu t b the b sis of thought. 

How v r, whil th re ar r ason to beli v that th 

neural mechanisms for real and apparent movement differ, it 

is still surprising th t we did not detect any activity at 

the stri~t cort x which could b r lat d to th p re ption 

of appar nt ov nt. On would xp ct that v n if oth r 

ar s ar involv d, on ould xpect om diff nc s betw n 

the re pon es of atr1 t cells under timulus condition which 

in our xp rim nt w r calcul t d to pro due the illu ion, and 

thos hich not, xpeci lly in vi of T u r's evidence. 

In spite of th f ct that e ar m king compari on betw en 

h human .-.nd th cat, thi vi nc suggest that ou t chnique 

may not have be n a good one. ~at v r th case, it 1 cl ar 

that furthe.r investigation of the ph nom non need to b 

carried out. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY 

Th! thesi was a microelectrode tudy of the n ural 

basis of movement, nnd involved recording from single cells 

in the visual cortex of the un ne thetized cat. Three experi· 

ments were carried out: th first dealt with the effects of 

varying the speed of movement of a stimulus line acros the 

receptive field, the second with the effects of varying the 

dir ct!on of movement. The third experiment was an attempt 

to discov r hat happens to cortical cells under stimulus 

conditions calculat d to produce the illusion of apparent 

movement. 

In the fir t study, the velocity of a stimulus line 

hich moved across th ree ptiv field was varied from l to 40 

degrees a second. It as found that th rate of cell discharge 

was r lated to the velocity of the stimulus wh n movement 

occurred in the pref rr d direction (but not when it occurred 

in the null dir ction) by a power function. 

The s cond xperim nt compared the response of the 

cell to movement of th stimulus lin across the receptive 

field in th preferred direction (0 degrees) with its r spons 

to movements at angles of 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315 

degrees to the pr f rr d direction. The results show d 
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the statistical nature of the preferred-null axis of the calls' 

fields; i.t was found that moving the stimulus line at 45 and 
/ 

31!) degre<lS gave responses •,.rhlch were similar in pattern and 

in magnitude {though here there was a statistically significant 

difference) to movemont in tba 0 degree direction. The effects 

of movement in the null (180 degree) direction were far from 

null, since the cell usually dischar9ed more than it did when 

the line was moved in the 90, 135, 225 and 270 degree directions. 

In the study of apparent-movement , we found that cells 

did n-ot res.pond to atimuli calculated to produce apparent

movement in the same way as they did to stimuli which were 

actu lly moving. In fact, ve were unable to demonstrate 

any behavior of the c~lls which could be unequivocally related 

to tha illusion of movement. While these results may only 

indicate that our methods of investigating apparent-movement 

were inappropriate,. they seem to rule out the idea that the 

illusion is due to a spread of excitation across the cortex. 
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TABLE 1 

Data for Movement in Preferred Direction 

Logarithm of Discharge Rate 

Velocit;z DeSireesLSec. 
1 4 10 20 40 

Cell 
D 9-5 .198 .,371 .454 .698 .698 
D 8-6 -.14.3 .161 .477 .785 .954 
D 8-7 .152 .209 .477 .518 .544 
D 8-5 .ooo .20.3 .602 .602 .602 
D 8-4 .000 .505 .578 .698 .788 
D 8-2 -.155 -.0~6 .082 .079 .146 
D 7-3 .041 .) 2 .447 .556 .812 
D 7-1 .653 .732 .643 .653 .875 

Means .093 .,30.3 .470 .574 .677 

Ana1;y:sis of Variance 

ss df MS F p<Source 

Velocity 1.701 4 .425 21.25 .005 

Log-Log
Component 1.663 1 1.663 83.15 .005 

Residual .038 1* .038 1.90 NS. 

Cells 1.388 7 .191 9.55 .005 
Cells x Vel. .549 28 .020 
(error) 

* 1 df used to test significance assuming all residual 
variance would be found in Q0e higher order component 

Note: Rate of cell discharge measured in spikes/O.lsec. 
In order to use the method of least squares to find the 
line of best fit to the data involving the rate of cell 
discharge, the logarithms of values less then 1 have 
been expressed as the sum of the characteristic and 
the mantissa. ' 
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TABLE 2 

Data 	for MOvement in Null Direction 

Logar thm of" Discharge Rate 

Velooitz Des.teesL ec . 
l 

Cell 
D 9- 5 . 176 
D 8·7 .510 
D 8-6 .... . 302 
D 8· 5 .176 
D 8-4 . 1}3
D 8-2 .301 
D 7...3 .653 
D 7- l .. 653 

4 

.447 

.2.)0 

.079 

.176 

.278 :m 


.653 

10 

.477 

.2~

. l 

.342 

.278 

.720 
,544 
.653 

20 

.544 

.113 

.176 

.:;ol 

.~A .69

:m 


.476 

. 113 

.086 

.. 255 
-~0 . 98 
- '-9~.69 

Means .286 • .;60 .427 .,;84 -377 

Anall is of Variance 

Source SS df . MS F p< 

Velocity .09l 4 .023 1 .070 NS . 

Cells 
Cells x Val . 

1 .426 
.. 597 

7
28 

. 204 

.02l 
9 .563 .005 

(error) 

Rate of cell discharge measured in spikes/0.~ sec. 
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TADLE 3 

ld of best fit Log te or Diocl g • f ( Log Velocity) 

·Jove nt 1n fer.r d r cti n . ta f'ro 'l'abl l .. 

g re ·c of' d1 htlrg - ..091 + ._369 (Los Veloc ty) 
Standard error of slope = .065 

Spontaneous v t of di charg tor 
8 cell sly e n blec l d 2 . 

-c ll Lo Re.to 

D 9-5 - .222 
D 8- 7 --097 
D 8-6 ....s:;o 
D 8- 5 -.699 
D 8- 4 
D 8-2 - :~~ 
D 7•3 -.347 
D 7...1 -.,301 

·lean -.291 
.080 

Rate of cell discharge measured in spikes/0.1 sec. 
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T LE 4 

Chang a 1n the duration of the movement-elicited response 

t'l1th cl'uUlges 1n the duration of etimu.lus movement . 

)bvement 1n Cella • Preferred Direction 

Each unit represents 200 maea . 
Duration o:r St~eMU.S J.bvement• J I •-t 

1 2 4 10 40 
Cell 
D 9·5 
D 8-2 
D 8-6 
D 8-5
D8j
t>8· 
D 1-1 
D 1-' 

l 
2 

.5 
.. 5 

1.5 
l 

.5 
l 

l 
2.5 
l 
l 
2 

' l 1.5 

~ · 5 
l .. 5 
2 

' 5 
2 
2 

5 
9 
2 
4 
'l 
ll 
2.5 

' 

18
2'7
15 
,30 
2.;}
15 
6 

Mean l 1.6, 2 .•62 s .4.} l7 .1J 

Anallsis _or_,Var1anc~ 

souroe SS df MS ., p < 

Duration 1,4~,,.,. ~ ~5~ ~~ :.;o -~7 .005 
Linear Regression 1 ~42 .24 l l, 2 .24 l2l ~ 5 .005 
De\T1at1ons 1 . 10 J.* 1 .10 ..94 NS. 

Cell ,,3 .41 2.84 .05 2'''~g
Cells x Duration '29 . 2~ 11 .76 
(error) 

;: 1 dr ·useit ·Eo ·tse•a't SliJit!'lcs.nee aEuitiiling alXH ~esiauai · 
variance woUld be found in one higher order cowponent . 

lAne ot: best 1'1t: Response duration • 'f (movement time:) 

Method or least aQuat'eG 


Response dt.\!tation = .89 + ~41 (l!bvement time) 
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han ea · n dur tion or vc nt-oli.cite re pon 

"ith ch ges 1n tl ure.t on of th ti us mo e nt . 

Movo nt in c lla• Null Direction 

h unit rcpresont 200 eo , 

Dur t on or st vement 

1 2 4 10 lK) 
Cell 

D 9•5 1 1 .5 l 5 17 
D 8-2 l l 2 3 ~ ' D 8-6 .5 l l l 1 
D a-s 5 l 2 g g2D s-zD·S· l l 2 ' 2 6 l8 
D 7-1 l l 2.5 2.5 
D 7•3 .5 .5 .5 1 l ., '' ' • l 1 .25 7 .20 

urce ... s dt r p p < 

t1on 2~ .91 4 59 23' '"{ .26 .oos 
Line RegreG on 215 .5' l 215*6.3 26.42 .005 
Devi t:ton 1.23 l* 21.28 2.Go NS . 

Cell 121 .20 2.12 .oslAe'lCell x Du.r tion 228 .49 2A 1o 
(error) 

e ot beot fit; ) 
t od o l t 


espo~se dura.t on 1 .07 + . 16 (xnovoLl:.lnt t ) 
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TABLE 6 

Total Count Data from 'Boxing the Compass' Experiment 

0 Degrees : MOvement in Preferred Direction 

De~ees Rotation from Preferred Direction 
I . 

0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 
Cell 
D ~-3 317 14 1 16 235 14 4 19 
D · 2 100 45 .32 - 25 11 21 62 22 
D 7•3 ~45 ...61 7 83 -34 •• (0"66 -40 53 
D 7-1 97 56 24 11 27 32 28 64 
D 8-4 2.38 · 19 20 -67 · 54 55 175* 
D 8-5 .361 i~I 183 164 350 119 316 280* 
D 8- 7 825 141 131 - 10 27 116 815 
D 8• 10 699 618 357 266 267 296 ~4 644 
D 9- 2 870 18 · 6 . 28 537 26 -4 81 
D 9- 5 434 165 182 280 252 84 107 428* 

Means 40 6 104 .0 76 .4 77 .7 16o .5 58 .8 87 -9 258.1 

* Indicates those cells whe~e the original determination 
of the preferred direction was found to be in error, and 
the total count value which is associated with this 
originally designated "preferred" direction . 

• 
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TABLE 1 

F~equency of occurrence of 

Prete~red Ax1 or Orientation fo~ 

5S Cells reco~ed dur1ng Preli n~ and Porroal Expe~tmento 

DeSJ"ees 

0 45 90 135 180 . 225 270 ,15 

10 6 ll 8 6 9 

0 degrees o MOvement toward Temporal Retina 
180 .. • It ' Na.attl. " 
90 " : " " Ventral " 

270 • = • " .Do:rsal u 




